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INTRODUCTION 
This work represents an effort to discover 
which of the present day cranberry insect control 
methods are the most efficient not only from the 
entomological point of view of insect reduction, 
but also from the Farm Management viewpoint of 
comparative cost. The latter is of prime importance 
due to the fact that the most effective method of 
insect control may not be feasible to the grower 
either because of high cost or due to the number 
of acres involved. Therefore, cost analysis has 
been introduce* in an attempt to find the best 
economical control method for the grower that will 
take into consideration acreage and cost as well 
as insect reduction* The insect control methods 
employed in cranberry culture are: Flooding, Ground 
Dusting, Ground Spraying, Helicopter Dusting, Plane 
Dusting and Plano Spraying. 
To understand the Importance of insect con¬ 
trol in cranberry production it is first necessary 
to know something about the history and scope of 
the cranberry business and of the insect pests 
involved# 
HISTORY Mb SCOPE OF THE CRANBERRY BUSINESS 
Early History 
The cranberry business in the United States 
had its beginning in the first quarter of the 
nineteenth century, in Massachusetts* This berry, 
which is indigenous to the northeastern United 
# 
States, was first cultivated in North Dennis, Barn¬ 
stable County, Massachusetts, between 1$10 and 1820* 
By about 1850 enough experience had been gathered 
to grow the crop commercially, and the industry 
expanded rapidly* * The Massachusetts State Census 
Reports-for 1885 give the cranberry bog acreage 
for Barnstable County as 2,408 acres; for Plymouth 
County as 1,347; and Worcester County as 77 acres* 
By 1895 cranberry acreage was reported for every 
county in the state except Suffolk and Hampshire; 
bog acreage for the latter was reported in the 1905 
census (Stevens et al* June 1948}* The industry 
spread from Massachusetts to Hew Jersey and Wisconsin 
just be!ore the close of the century, and In 1900 
Dew Jersey and Wisconsin respectively producer' 100,000 
and 16,000 bushels* Massachusetts at this date was 
producing 2)0,000 bushels* The year 1924 found Wash¬ 
ington and Oregon appearing on the scone of commercial 
3 
cranberry production ivtth totals of 9 >$00 and 4,200 
bushel© respectively. Today, Massachusetts, Wiscon¬ 
sin, Hew Jersey, Washington and Oregon are the states 
of importance. 
Present Status 
Massachusetts is still first in acreage, 
14,927 (Franklin April 1946) devoted to cranberry 
growing as well as in productivity; Wisconsin is 
second in production but third in acreage; hew Jer¬ 
sey is third in production but second In acreage 
and Washington and Oregon have the least acreage 
and productivity of the five. In the East, cran¬ 
berries are raised elsewhere in a few other areas 
such as Rhode Island, ilova Scotia and long Island, 
* 
but the yield constitutes neither an important part 
of the states1 crops nor of the nation’s as a whole. 
Cranberries, hoi ever, in Massachusetts are the 
state’s largest export crop, with a production of 
more than 600,000 barrels in some years. 
Economic Importance 
The economic importance of the cranberry 
> ♦ 
crop can be shown by the following statement by 
Stevens, et al., June 1946: 11 The normal annual value 
c 
4- 
of the Massachusetts cranberry crop prior to world 
tar II was about 44,000,000, During and immediately 
following World War II prices for cranberries in¬ 
creased sharply and the annual value of the crop 
* 
rose materially reaching a peak of about £17,000,000 
for 1946 #f1 
Description of the Cranberry Plant 
The cranberry seems to have been named from 
the appearance of its blossom bud* Just before the 
bud expands into a perfect flower, the stem, calyx* 
and petals resemble the neck, head and bill of a 
crane, hence the name of ”craneberry" or cranberry. 
Two species of this plant occur within the natural 
cranberry territory of this country* One is known 
as the Moss Cranberry, Vacclnturn oxyooccus Linn*, 
not involved in this work and the other as the Large 
or American Cranberry, Yaccinlum macrocarpon Ait. 
The large or American cranberry plant, V* 
macrocar.pen Ait*, is a trailing vine with many up¬ 
right branches and roots along it* Both the runners 
and uprights have leaves, but usually only the up¬ 
rights bear fruit* The leaves are oblong or oval, 
obtuse or retuse, and are one-third to one-half inch 
long* They are evergreen; are a lighter green 
underneath, and turn a brownish color in the 
\ , * 
winter* The several pedicels are axillary and 
lateral* The berry when ripe is red or reddish, 
globose or pyriform, and one-third to on© inch 
long* The fruit, as mentioned above, is borne on 
• * 
tne upright shoots of the previous seasonfs growth* 
The flowers are borne in the axils of the leaves of 
the new growth, on© to three or four in a place, 
which gives the fruit the appearance of being dis¬ 
tributed along the stem (Corbett 1903)* The vines, 
making a thick- mat (three to six inches deep) all 
over the sun ace of a cultivates bog, blossom in late 
Jura and early July* The flowers arc dependent on 
insects for pollination* Bumble bees and honey bees 
are the principal pollinators* The fruit ripens in 




The best soil for cranberry cultivation is in 
general, swampland of muck or peat, but successful 
bogs have been made from sandy soils, Vines grown 
on sand bottom require more fertilization, but will 
produce fair crops. In any case, the soils have an 
acio reaction. The plants found on potentially good 
cranberry soil ares sphagnum moss, wild, cranberry, 
leatuerlo&f (brown bush) (Chaiaardaphae jcalycul&ta 
Moench*), sheep laurel (Kalmla an&uatifolla L,}, red 
maple (Acer nabrum L *), and cedar {Chargeecyparis thy- 
oioes BSP*) (Franklin April 194S). Swales and pond 
bottoms also make good bogs* It is much easier, and 
therefore loss expensive, to make a bog from "brown- 
bush" swampland than from swampland in which trees 
are growing* 
Generalised Seasonal Cycle 
In general the seasonal cycle for the cran¬ 
berry grower is this* The winter flood is let off 
in April or May* Spring frosts must be contended 
with and the wools and insect pests kept in control* ' 
la August preparations for the harvest are made, 
suen as overhauling trucks, pumps and scoops, and 
engaging pickers* In September the harvest gets 
underway. After the picking and raking of the bogs, 
any loose vines are raked from the bog and any fall 
Banding that is necessary is done before the winter 
flood is put on. 
Sanding 
Mature cranberry bogs are normally sanded 
every third or fourth year, due to the fact that the 
* 
cranberry roots, as they fora a dense growth in th© 
sand over th© peat, become soil bound* The resand¬ 
ing gives them more soil to grow in* It also has 
. * • 
a beneficial effect in pruning the vines slightly* 
This resanding, it should be noted, tends to con- 
i 
trol th© cranberry girdler (Grampus hortuellue Hub- 
n©r), green spanwora (Itame sulphurea Pack*} and the 
tlpmrm, (Baayneura vacinil Smith}* According to 
j 
Franklin (Jan* 194S), ”The sand either smothers the 
tipworas in their cocoons or prevents th© emergence 
of th© flies*11 In th© case of the spanwora the sand 
covers the eggs with the result that the larval 
emergence is reducer* The girdler, feeding and 
breeding chiefly on the portion of the vines covered 
by dead leaves and rubbish which is above th© sand, 
gets its name from th© fact that it girdles or eats 
off the bark of the vine©. While this sanding oper¬ 
ation has no affect on leafhopper control it does 
C f, i'. ' - 
aid bogs greatly in recovering from false blossom 
disease * 
Bogs are flooded completely during winter to 
prevent winter-killing of th© vines* 
FLOODING AND THE USE OF WATER 
In cranberry culture water is user to pro¬ 
tect the vines from frost and winter killing and 
also to control insects, and for irrigation* It 
is the only feasible method of frost protection 
that the cranberry grower has* Other methods have 
been tried in this connection such as wind machines, 
cloth screens, smoke and heaters, but none have 
proved effective for a variety of reasons. There¬ 
fore the location of the potential bogland near an 
adequate water supply is of prime importance* While 
there are some "I ry-boge" in existence, their yields, 
in general, do not warrant this method of culture* 
Tii© water supply preferably should be sufficient to 
flood the bog entirely at any tine* The source of 
water may be a stream or pond* If the stream is too 
©mall it can be dammed to form a reservoir above 
the bog location* The most valuable water supply 
is one that will flood the bogs by gravity. However, 
in many cases a piece of land that otherwise warrants 
being used for cranberry culture may not have a body 
of water that is at a higher level than the bog. In 
this situation the water can be pumper onto the bog; 
about a third of the commercial acreage in Massachu¬ 
setts is handle^ this way* 
In situations whore the water supply is 
even more critical the sprinkler system may be 
employed* This is analogous to a lawn sprinkler 
system except on a larger scale- In this manner 
a grower with a small water supply is able to pro- 
tect himself against frost as well as summer drought 
but is not able to exert any control over insects* 
Frost 
There are two min frost seasons with which 
the cranberry grower must contend: (1) the spring 
frost season that begins after taking of the winter 
flood and sometimes continues as late as early July, 
and (2) the fall frost season which usually starts 
in September and continues on through the harvest* 
With the gravity flow system of frost or in¬ 
sect protection the flood gates of the reservoir are 
opened and th© water flows onto the bog* The section 
of the dam that can be open©; to flood the bog I© 
usually called a f,f lum©” * The flume constructed 
from wood, cement, or in some cases, pipe, has 
guides will oh hold the ff flume planks” in place* These 
plani- © control th© water level in the reservoir* If 
th© temperature has not dasreasea too severely only a 
little water will be run in th© ditches. To do this 
~I0~ 
only one or two planks will be removed * In the 
case of a ©harts and severe drop in temperature, or 
when putting on the winter flood, all the planks 
are generally removec. the winter flood is usually 
put in early December and held, until late March* 
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INSECT PESTS 
The major insect pests of the Massachusetts 
cranberry industry' in order of their relative im¬ 
portance ares the Root grub hichnanthe vulplna 
(Kents)* the Fruit worm (Mineola vacciaji Riley), 
the Blunt-nosed leafhopper (Scleroracus vacinii V.L.), 
the Black-headed fireworm (Rhapobota yacciniana Pack.), 
the Gypsy moth Porthetria dispar L. and the Girdler 
(Crambus hortuellus Hubner), (Franklin, April 1948). 
Not quit© in such a destructive category although of 
consequence*are the green spanwor® (Itausa sulphurea 
Pack.) and cranberry weevil (Anthonomu,^ miBCulxm Say*). 
Unfortunately the summer of 1950, when the data 
for this paper were collected, wa© one of the less 
important years regarding insect prevalence and dam¬ 
age. This paper confine® itself to a study of those 
insects whose abundance can be gauged by sweeping 
with th© cranberry insect not developer by H* J. 
Franklin, The insects to be considered will be: the 
blunt-nosed leaf hopper, the black-headed fireworn, 
the green span worm, and th© cranberry weevil* 
Th© Blunt-nosed Leafhopper, Scleroracus vacinii V,D* 
The blunt-nosed leafhopper is one of the most 
destructive of all cranberry insect pests due to 
its transmission of the virus of the false blossom 
disease* The virus, spread by this insect and by 
the introduction of diseased plants, affects all 
> ' •* , 
parts of the plant including the roots. The most 
obvious symptom is the malformation of the flower 
which at ends erect when open instead of drooping 
as is the habit of healthy blossom* The leaves of 
the disease! plants press to the stems noticeably, 
and the diseased stems send out many branches which 
may often grow close together creating a broom-like 
effect called !? witches* broom*” {Beckwith, Dec* 
1929)* The name false blossom is ap lie* to this 
disease due to the fact that affected plants bear 
no fruit. 
The blurt-nose- leafhop; er is so call©*' be¬ 
cause its head is round©* In front instead of pointed 
i 
as is the head of most other hoppers that are found 
on the bogs* This insect has but one generation per 
year* The stages of its life cycle include: the egg 
nymph and adult. The egg* are laid mostly in August 
and the insect remains in this stage until the fol¬ 
lowing dun© but occasionally as late as mid-July. 
The nymphs molt five tires before they mature and 
vary from yellow, greenish-grey to blackish in color* 
13 
They become ringed adults In a little more than a 
month. The adults, varying from light greenie. ~ 
grey to a dark brown, are most abundant In late 
July and early August (Franklin, April 1935)* 
The essential control of false'blossom is 
control of the blunt-nosed leafhopper. If this 
insect is not coabro .led the disease can completely 
ruin a bog* 
If more than three leaf hoppers are found 
with 50 sweeps control is necessary* 
Controls rccov&Gnded for this insect by the 
1950 Insect and Disease Control Chart for Cranberries 
are: 
”!•) 10> if/f dust applies at the rate of 50 lbs. 
per acre* 
2.) 29 Eotsnone dust applied at the rata of 50 
lbs. per acre. 
3*) 2 lbs. of 509 wet table l'-T powder in 100 gals* 
of water applies at the rote of 400 gallons 
per aero* 
4*) FI od for 24 hours. This will kill about 1/2 
of the season*s hatch. 
This insect hatches freely u..t:il late June 
ami no treatment before then will contra., it well*1* 
The Slack-header Flreworra (Rhapobota vacciniar,a Pack.) 
The blmek~he&dcr firewor® (Hhapobota vaccipl¬ 
ana Pack*} is another of the moat serious ar-d trouble¬ 
some pests* A considerable variation is notee in the 
time of hatching of the egg® of this worm on differ¬ 
ed t bogs* 
The fireworm winters in the egg stage* The 
eggs are laid by the adult moth in the late summer 
or fall on the underside of the cranberry leaf* The 
egg is a pale yellow color and is about the si-e of 
a pinhead* As It incubates in the spring it changes 
to a brighter yellow, with a black spot appearing a. 
day or two before it hatches* This black spot is 
the head of the x'ireworm embryo * When the larva 
appear© in the spring, it usually tunnels into the 
lower side of the leaf of the 'previous year’s 
growth and feeds for several clay© between the upper 
and lower epidermal layers* Usually, upon close 
scrutiny, a discolored spot may be noted on the 
upper aide of the attacked leaf, and a brownish dust 
on the lower side of the leaf where the fireworn en¬ 
tered. 
When the larva quits the loaf it crawls to 
-15- 
th© growing tips, or if new growth has not started, 
it penetrates the unopened bud. Within a short 
time, its presence is most obvious, as many of 
the tips or blossoms are webbed together. Where 
infestation is serious, the injured leaves and 
blossoms turn brown and wither, making the bog 
appear as if it had been scorched by fire - hence 
th© name "fireworm.H 
When the larva is mature, it descends to 
the litter on the bog bottom and pupates. This 
takes a few weeks, at the end of which time the 
adult moth appears. This moth is about one-quarter 
of an inch long, and is a greyish-brown with darker 
bands or stripes. When disturbed, it flies only a 
short distance (usually about twenty feet). The fe¬ 
males deposit eggs within a few days after emerging, 
and these provide the second brood, which usually 
appears in July before the blossoms fall. According 
to Franklin it is imperative to control the first 
brood if possible, for the second brood is much more 
destructive, webbing more leaves together and biting 
the leaves Just enough to kill them. The flreworms 
are such voracious eaters that it is possible for 
them to change a bog from green to brown in a few 
days (Franklin, Jan. 1948). 
-16- 
The first brood usually ar ears around Kay 
30, If the winter water has been let off In early 
April* The r©oomm«nd«d treatment for this broad 
can be: (1) flooding, completely during the night for 
ten hours, or (2) an application of 5% DDT duet, 50 
pounds per acre, or (3) two pounds of 50% wot table 
DDT powder In 100 gallons of water, applied 300 gal¬ 
lon© per acre* For the second brood, flooding is not 
recommendedj at that season, the second or third 
methods are advised (1950 Cranberry Insect and Disease 
Control Chart). 
Green Cranberry 'panworm, Itame eulphurea (Jack*} 
The injury is caused by the larval stag© of 
11 * 
this Insect. Hatching begins as early as Kay 15 to 
June 1st, and my continue until late June or the be¬ 
ginning of July. At this time the worm© are approxi¬ 
mately an Inch long and are green with a yellowish tinge 
In color. The emergence and development dates are 
naturally somewhat dependent on the season. Character¬ 
istically the larva© sever the stem close to its Junc¬ 
tion with the ovary thereby nlpj. Ing off flower buds 
and blossoms. 
Pupation, which lasts about 10 days, taxes 
place in the litter under th« vines. The time of 
17- 
•mrgenee of the moths commences in late June and 
continues through July until early August. The fe¬ 
males are sulphur yellow with a wing span of approx¬ 
imately 7/8 of an inch. 
The eggs, laid singly in the litter under the 
vines ar© unharmed by the winter flood; even if it is 
held late. 
A finding of 32 or more apanworms to 50 sweeps 
of the net is considered dangerous and should immedi¬ 
ately be treated (franklin, Jan. 1946). 
Treatments recommended for control of the 
insect are: 
1. ) 1Q£ DDT dust applied at the rate of 50 pounds 
per acre. 
2. ) Flood for 10 hours. 
£ 
Cranberry Weevil, Anthonomous muse ulus ‘’ay. 
Characteristically the adult Insect during 
its feeding process, eats holes on the underside of 
old leaves, in the dormant buds, the new leaf growth 
and the growing blossom bud®. Often it eats the sta¬ 
mens. If the infestation 1® severe the entire pros¬ 
pective crop will be destroyed due to death of the 
blossom buds. The tips of the uprights may be killed, 
in which case the crop is ruined or greatly reduced 
-18 
for th© following year, Th© new brood appears in time 
to feed on the small berries. 
Th© bee ties, which are approximately one- 
sixteenth of an inch long, over-winter as adults, sit¬ 
ing occurs about the first of June ard the females 
begin to lay egg© when the first blossoms show pink. 
Oviposition continues through June. Only on© egg is 
laid in a bud, usually near the base© of the anthers. 
Each female can deposit 50 or nor© eggs. It hatches in 
3-9 days, nor sally during the last half of June. 
The grub, which often can be found in the ex¬ 
cavated ovary, will have eaten the pistil and stamens 
of the flower bud. Jharacteristic&lly the lobes of 
the corolla of an infested bud remain tightly closed, 
and become dry and rigid. This forms a protective en¬ 
closure for the grub. The larval period requires 10-14 
days, and pupation about 6 days. The beetles emerge, 
mainly during the first third of July, by eating their 
way out of the bud at a point near the calyx lobes. 
If ten or more weevils are found in fifty sweeps 
of the inject net, treatment is considered necessary. 
Recommended treatments ar©s 
1.) 3 pounds of 50$ wettable DDT powder in 100 gal¬ 
lon© of water applied at the rata of 400 gallons per 
acre 
2*) flood for Z6 hours*. '/pray Kerosene on the 
trash and water along the Bide of the bog toward 
which the wind blows. 4 dosage of 5 pound® of ker¬ 
osene per each acre of bog In recommended. 




Method of Gauging Insect Infestations. 
The varying infestations were gauged by means 
of the cranberry insect net. This net, developed by 
Dr. Franklin, is similar to the common insect net, 
but is eleven inches in diameter, has a heavier cloth 
bag and other special features. Dr. Franklin considers 
that control is necessary if in fifty sweeps there are 
found more than 9 gypsy moth caterpillars, 9 cutworms, 
36 apanworms, 3 blunt-nosed leafhoppers, or over 10 
1 ’ 
weevils. The net is also used in gauging black-headed 
f ’ f . -*• 
fireworm infestations, but is not considered completely 
reliable in measuring the abundance of this insect. 
This is due to the fact that the fireworm is not as 
readily picked up by the net as the other insects that 
have been mentioned, and therefore their numbers will 
r 
be greater than the actual counts Indicate. However, 
if three or more fireworms are found in 50 sweeps con¬ 
trol is definitely necessary. 
When using the net, it is held firmly in the 
vines, with either one hand or two, and sweeps are made 
to the left and right without raising the net off the 
bog as the sweeper walks across it. A single motion 
of the net to the left or to the right is considered as 
on© sweep. After 50 sweeps had been made the net was 
gathered quloxly at the top. 4 count of the Insects 
in the net was then mad* and tabulated on the collect 
Ing schedule {see sample schedule, appendix page 7^ }• 
The number of a» ts of 50 sweeps that were made 
depended on the size of the bog. oae bogs encountered 
were so small that it was impossible to take more than 
two sets of 50 sweeps* 
Method of Gathering Data 
Xh© bogs were swept prior to the application 
of control measures, usually the day before but in uany 
cases only an hour or two before flo ding or insecti¬ 
cidal applications were made* An attempt was made to 
sweep each bog twice after the control measure at 
two-day interval®; the flret ewe©ing being done after 
two days and the second, two days later than the first, 
or a total of four days after the control measure. Ex¬ 
ceptions to this practice Include some of the data 
gathered by representative® of the * •£# ideas ©peace 
Company and a few case® in which the weather made the 
* 
r 
prac tice 1mposa1ble# 
Dr. Franklin folt it wise to accept the insect 
data of the A.D. Makepeace Conrany which they generously 
offered. Their men have extensive experience with 
cranberry insects* Thu® it made it possible to gather 
much more data than would otherwise have been the case. 
-22- 
Data war® collected every day that the woather 
permitted for the entire 1950 Insect season, inis 
season was characterized by the presence of rela- 
tively few insects. 
The insect counts gathered from the bog visits 
are summarized In Tables X-VI (appendix, pages ) 
under the heading of the control measure used. 
Method of analysis of Bata 
The data of Insect abundance, control and re¬ 
duction, wore subjected to statistical analysis. First 
the data on the insect counts at the cl liferent bogs 
were recorded on the collecting snests (page /• 
This data was then re-“2abulat©d in the summary tables 
under the heading of the control method that was used. 
The information was then further broken down oy arrang¬ 
ing the results of the six different control methods 
against each particular insect# This type table is 
found on page }# The statistical computations were 
made from this type of data arrangement which acted 
as an excellent base. The statistical method employed 
was Chi-square analysis. 
Chi-square is the statistical technique used 
when dealing with attributes. An attribute Is the 
presence or absence of some characteristic• in tma 
-23- 
work It is the presence or absence of insects• this 
statistical method takes into consideration the dif¬ 
ference in proportions in relationship to the number 
of observations. To measure the effectiveness of 
control programs the number of Insects before is com¬ 
pared to the number of Insects after; the difference 
being the number killed. This is a proportion. The 
reliability of the proportion is dependent upon the 
number of Insects present, for example, therewuuld 
be little reliability in 100?' control on one bog for 
a program which killed one insect; one insect being the 
total number present, however, the reliability would 
be much greater in 1QQ& control for; (X) a program 
that killed 5*0 insects on one bog, or (2) for a pro¬ 
gram giving 10QA' control on 50 bogs; each bog having 
one insect. This may help the reader in understanding 
why we added the observations of different bogs to¬ 
gether. 
Cur illustration to this point deals primar¬ 
ily with the importance of size of sample. The partic¬ 
ular job of Xhl-squar© is to measure differences between 
proportions. The differences in proportions are the 
differences in the efficiency of the control methods. 
/hy or how Chi-square <tes this i©explained only in tech¬ 
nical terms with which the reader doe© not need to 
concern himself. 
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Some may wonder if other statistical tech- 
* 
niquos could not have been used. For those familiar 
with other techniques the original data are present 
in the appendix, The '‘t*’ test with paired values, 
i 
wtM test for groups, and analysis of variance were 
used under the assumption that the number of Inserts 
killed was a measurement of effectiveness of control. 
* 
This assumption Is false because the number killed 
is largely a matter of the number present to begin 
with. The results of the statistics bore this out. 
The statistical calculations of the vhi-squar© 
problems are to be found in the appendix, page . 
f 
In this paper when the term "significant 
difference” is applied it has two connotations 
simultaneously. To one who has no knowledge of 
statistics it implies the difference between com¬ 
pared observations is great enough to be of importance. 
To the statistician it means that the probability of 
th© difference being due to random errors of sampling 
was less than 5 out of 100 and in most cases 1 out 
» 
of 100. The significance levels are indicated. 
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'•iater 
IN- twT oontsol METHODS 
Water i® the least expensive of all the 
cranberry Insect control method®. The bog® are 
completely flooded In this operation. The timing 
and duration of the flood are very Important and 
depend upon the Insect. 
v * 
On© of the controls of the root grub consists 
of draining the winter water early in April and keep¬ 
ing the ditches empty. The bog is then reflooded 
from about May 12 to July 15-20. This kills the 
• i 
grubs but at the cost of the crop. The timing of 
this grub control is extremely Important. If the 
weather immediately prior to the 12th of May has been 
< T . . 
cold the grower should wait until a few warm days have 
•passed before reflooding. This control properly car¬ 
ried out will give satisfactory control of this insect, 
but at the cost of the crop. 
The false army and blossom worms, the black¬ 
headed fire-worm, the green spanworm, and the spotted 
* *' 
and black cutworms as well ae the army worm may be 
controlled by flooding the bog completely for a per¬ 
iod of ten hours. 
Gypsy moth caterpillars can be controlfci by 
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flooding for 24 hours for small worisa and for 10 
hours for those over a third grown# k 24 hour 
flood will control the cranberry spittle Insect# 
It is necessary to flood for a total of 36 
hours when dealing with the cranberry weevil. To 
control the cranberry girdlor the bog should be 
flooded for 6 -lays between heptersber 15 and 26# The 
winter flood is held until mid-July to control the 
cranberry scale (franklin, Oct. 1950). 
If car© Is not exercised in the flooding 
operation it is possible to harm many of the buds, 
possibly ruining the crop prospect entirely. Clear 
cool weather is the best; warm cloudy weather th© 
most dangerous. Ibis is due to possible oxygen de¬ 
ficiency and suffocation. If th© oxygen content or 
carbonate content of the flood water is very low, or 
the water is very acid, the operation 1b very hazard¬ 
ous and should be brief (r>tevens, K. K#, Kase# Agr# 
Expt. -ta# Bull# 433*41, 1946). The greatest limi¬ 
tation of this control method ie th© fact that its us© 
cannot be continued after the beginning of the bloom. 
Materials 
With tbs exception of data obtained concern¬ 
ing tyrethrum, DPI is the only insecticide with which 
this paper is concerned# DDT was mod in the form of 
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diist and apray: Pyrethrum was used in dust form 
only. 
1 
In ground sprays, 2-3 pounds of a 50$ 
Writable DDT powder In 100 gallon© of water was 
applied at the rate of 300—400 gallon© per acre* 
In airplane ©pray© a 25$ DDT concentrate was diluted 
with water to make a 6% emulsion. This was applied 
at the rat© of 3*5 gallons per acre. 
Five and 10$ DDT dust applications were ap¬ 
plied at the rate of 50 pound© per acre* All appli¬ 
cations are 10$ DDT dust unless otherwise Indicated, 
iy re thrum dust (1.2$ pyrethrina} was applied, at the 
rat© of 75 pounds per acre. 
Application of Dust© 
Insecticidal dusts are applied by ground 
aaohlnes, straight-wing aircraft, and heliooptera. 
r 
The ground dusting is don© by commercial machines that 
have been adapted to cranberry bog work. The ground 
dusting operations Included inthi© thesis were all 
done with the tricycle duster with the exception 
of on© control operation (0D-1) don© by the new 
Massachusetts State Experimental Duster. These 
machines drivon across the cog by the operator, have 
a maximum capacity of 60 pounds of dust. This is 
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blown down Into the vine© through a 6 foot boom. 
The engine la directly behind the driver, and the 
hopper directly behind the engine, the min draw¬ 
back of this method of dust application consists 
of the Injury caused ty the machine in its travel 
over the bog. They run down and Injure the growing 
vines considerably. 
The airplane dusting of cranberry bog© Is 
similar to that of other crops, except that it is 
much more dangerous because cranberry bogs are 
usually located in depressions and surrounded by 
upland and trees. 'teep and hazardous pullout© are 
necessary for the pilot who has just been flying a 
few inches over a bog. Another obstacle for airplanes 
is the varying shapes and sizes of the bogs. The 
planes used in the dusting operations included in 
this thesis were Taylor cubs and Iteerman's. 
The helicopter has a great advantage over the 
airplane in cranberry bog dusting due to its greater 
manoeuverabllity. Xhe pilot of this machine can back 
into irmccessiole corners and narrow strips surrounded 
by trees that would be impossible for the straight- 
wing aircraft to dust. Furthermore the steep pull¬ 
outs are not necessary due to th© fact that th© machine 
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can turn any corners that are necessary without 
this procedure, hh©n applying the dust the machln© 
travel© back and forth across the bog turning at 
the end of the run with little &ain in altitude, 
fhe helicopter dust applications which this paper 
cover© were done by the Hast coast Aviation Company. 
Application, of Insecticidal ; pray a 
In cranberry culture insecticidal sprays ar© 
applied from the ground and from the air. Th© latter 
method is relatively new and is not in general us© 
yet. Last summer data were obtained on spray appli¬ 
cations made by straight-wing aircraft. Th© ground 
application of spray was don© by means of ground 
sprayers. These spray units consist of a sprayer 
mounted on the rear of a platform truck. These spray 
machines ra*g© from 100 to 400 gallons in capacity. 
During th© spray operation th© truck Is stationed as 
near th© bog margin as possible. When one area has 
been covered it Is driven ahead to a new position. 
The spray material is pumped through lonc lines of 
hose which lie partially on th© bog or In the ditches 
and which are partially carried by th© spray crew. The 
spray is forced out onto th© bog through booms with 
circular-disk nozzles. The rat© of application varies 
from 250-300 gallons per acre for stomach insecticides 
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to 400 gallons per acre for contact Insecticides. 
Nor ally the ©pray crew consists of five to seven 
men* In this manner, it is possible to treat ap¬ 
proximately on© acre per hour. This naturally varies 
somewiat with the capacity of the sprayer, the rate 
of application, the length of hose line necessary, 
and the number of men employed in the crew. 
In application of spray by air two types of 
spray arrange senta were fitted on the two teerman 
planes. The planes carried from 75 to 100 gallons of 
spray per load. One of the planes was fitted with a 
boom ext®-ding a distance equal to the wing span or 
approximately 32 fe^t. This boon was ©quipped with 
21 nozzles. The other plan© had four stations along 
the wing with 2 nozzles in each location plus two 
nozzles in the tail; a total of 10 nozzles in all. 
The orifice opening of both arrangements ran from 
.06? to .125 inches. Ihe spray was fed by gravity 
to a small pump which forced the liquid out the noz¬ 
zles. i'h© planes were flown in the same manner that 
dust applications were made. 
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4NALYSIS OF DATA 
Green Spa worst Analysis 
Table Mo. 1 shows the results of the six 
control methods in their attempts to reduce infes¬ 
tations of the green cranberry sp&nworm. For pur¬ 
poses of illustration let us examine the table 
under the beading of Ground Spray Operations. The 
first column, called "Bog Number” is the number of 
the bog. The bog*© location and size can be found 
in the appendix. The figures in the second column 
represent the average number of spanworms found in 
fifty sweeps on that particular bog before th© con¬ 
trol operation took place. Th© figures in the third 
column represent the average number of green epanworm® 
found per 50 sweeps on that bog after the control oper¬ 
ation took place. For example on bog number 2 there 
was an average of 14 apanworms per 50 sweep® before 
control. After control there was an average of no 
apanworm® per 50 sweeps. On bog number 9 there was 
i 
an average of 11.5 spanworms per 50 sweeps prior to 
control and an average of no worms per 50 sweep® after 
control. The data under the other control headings ' 
are all tabulated in the same manner. It should be 
made clear that bog numbers under any one method have 
no connection with coir ©©ponding bog numbers under 
Table 1. 4 Tabulation of the Average 
Counts I’er 50 Sweeps of the Green Cranberry 
Spaoworrs Prior To and Following control, \9^. 
£Ui 
Bog 
s DU :-l 
-Ivor .750 
..i»?2Ea 







s 15.5 0.43 
4 19.5 c 
6 23 3 
7 20 ' 0 
8 26 2 
9 32 0 
12 60 11.3 
13 7 1.6 
14 76 0 
15 0 1 
16 0 ** JL 
19 16 0 
21 20.6 4.9 
22 26.2 5,6 
(25 .2 0 
0,DDT(26 .55 0 
(27 .57 0 
26 43.8 .47 
29 11.5 0 
30 7.5 0.66 
31 10, 0.66 
32 8 • 4 0 
33 12.9 0 
34 18.4 0 
35 6.4 0 
42 0.43 0 
43 11.7 0.36 
50 2.4 0 
56 0.45 0 
56 0.5 r\ u 
63 2.0 0.5 
64 a.4 0.5 
65 4.3 0 
66 5.1 0 
613 0,5 
Iota 1 500.3 34.18 
FLOOD 
nasi Av®r./5.Q Sweeps 







> 10.0 1.3 
5 11.7 0.75 
6 5.5 0.25 
7 6.3 0 
6 4.0 0 
9 5.3 1.5 
10 7.2 1.6 
11 6.5 1.5 
12 6.5 0 
13 4.3 0 
14 5*3 0.5 
15 21.2 4.0 
16 17.3 0 
17 c y 0 
18 8.4 0 
19 9.0 6.0 
20 8.5 0.5 
21 £.5 0 
22 18.3 2.6 
23 15.1 0.26 
24 4S.0 6.6 








7 .75 0 
GliCGKD DUST 
srur Aver./50 
No* Before After 
Control Control 
2 32.7 4 
3 11.2 0.2 
5 32.2 0.4 
1*5 2, c> 
Total 78.10 4.6 
tnCUKD UTHAf 
.o Aver♦/50 fwe.ga 
No. Before After 
control Control. 
2 14 0 
7 A 12 0 
9 11.5 0 
10 4.8 0 
Total 42.3 0 
i’LSNS ismx 
3o Aver./50 Sweea& 
No'. Before After 
Cpntrol yontrol 
3 5-5 0 
4 30 0 
6 5 0 
7 2 0 
10 14.5 5.2 
12 3.2  0 
Total 60.2 5.2 
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other headinge. From this table it is possible to 
so© a large variation In the number of observations 
obtained for different methods, in the average de¬ 
gree of infestation, and in the efficiency of con¬ 
trol# The number of bogs under each control heading 
is in itself an indication of tho relative us© made 
of each method in the 1950 season# 
Table Ho. 1 totals were tabulated in Table 
Ho. 2. 
Table 2. A Comparison of I’&es- 
aohuaette Cranberry Insect Control 
Method® In the Reduction of the 












XI lied tlon 
Ground Duet 4 76.1 4.6 5 • 68 94.12 
Ground Spray 4 42.3 0 0 100. 
Plan© Dust 36 500.6 34.18 6.82 93.18 
Plane Spray 6 60.2 5.2 8.64 91.36 
Flood 9 237.5 22.64 9*54 90.46 
In Table Ho* 2 the control method© are recorded in the 
first column. Tho second column represent* the number 
of bogs observed.' The third column represent® the 
total sample of green spamrorm* caught in 50 sweeps 
of the net that ©ash method attempted to reduce. Tho 
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fourth column la the total sample of green spanworms 
that were found after treatment. The percent columns 
represent first the percentage of insects left after 
control, (this is the percentage of green spanworms 
not killed) and secondly the percentage reduction by 
each method. For example the ground duster attempted 
to control a total net sample of 78.1 green spanworms 
which were caught on 4 different bogs. After dust ap¬ 
plications had been made by the ground machine only a 
total net sample of 4.6 spanworms remained. The per¬ 
centage of green spanworms not killed was 5.88$. In 
the last column it is seen that ground dust applications 
reduced the green spanworm population by 94.12$. 
These data were then analyzed statistically. 
It was felt that the helicopter could neither be in¬ 
cluded in the analysis nor compared to other methods of 
green spanworm control because data were found for only 
one case — the infestation of which was of no importance. 
No significant difference was found in the efficiency of 
control by methods analyzed. One could ask, "Isn’t there 
. i ■ 
a difference between 94.12^ reduction of the ground dust 
* 
machine and the 90.47$ reduction of the flood method?" 
The answer is this. Simply by chance, variations 
in the results exist. In other words control by any 
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method does not always yield the sam# result. There¬ 
fore to show significant difference© the variation 
between methods must be greater than the variation 
within any on© method. In addition to this grower© 
are only too familiar with variations due to the im¬ 
perfect methods of sampling infestations, th© amount 
of infestation from bog to bog and time of control. 
» 
The statistical measures indicate the prob¬ 
ability that the difference between methods could have 
been due to chance. In this case that probability is 
. ,t » 
about 65 out of 100. Therefore since chance variation 
is BO great it is not safe to attribute th® differences 
in percent reduction to different control methods. 
Weevil Analysis 
Table No. 3 shows results of the six control 
measures in reducing Infestations of th© cranberry 
weevil. Table ro. 3 is set up exactly th® same as 
Table Vo. 1, for th© green apanworm (page 32}. In 
Table Vo. 3 notice that data for ground dusting on 
Bog Vo. 12 and the data for -plan© dusting of Bog No. 
79ti showed an Increase in weevil populations after 
controls had been applied. Those two cases are in¬ 
cluded because both these inert:,ses are well within 
th© realm of s&‘ pling variation. 
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fabl© 3* & tabulation of the Average 
Count® I er 50 Swoop© of the Cranberry 
Weevil trior To and Following Control, 1950* 
ri.4f? x f)ii f CROC; sT> Du X i At-VVi** 
Bos Aver.Vs- C Owe*?-as BOS Av?r./5Q Cwec&a Bo^ ivcr.750 3»»pg 
no. Before After no. Before After So. Before After 
control Control Control Control Control Control 
3 1. 0 1 2.7 .05 1 
* 
25.5 ' 3.7 
4 1.5 0 *r -/ 2.S 0 2 18. .66 • 
6 25. 1.5 6 24.8 1.2 ** ** 12. 0 
7 21, 0 12 0 3.0 4 3.3 0 
8 29. l 13 5.0 0 • G e; > 4.2 .25 
10 P • 0 14 2.0 0.0 6 2. • 25 
11 11. .7 7 ■35 p • 0 
12 18. .33 e 4. 0 
13 17. 0 total 37.3 4.25 9 2.3 1 
18 5.9 0 10 1.4 .6 
21 1.8 0 crRC C X n (tp^AV i. / : \ 4. 11 3.75 1.25 
(25 .2 0 BOS Aver. ,• 50 Sweep 8 12 .75 Q . 
51(26 .36 0 no. Before After 
DDT.a(2? .46 0 JOQW.r<? 1. Control Iota 1 36.20 7.91 
28 3.5 • 62 
29 15.5 .66 1 32.0 0 C SiRAX 
30 11.5 c 2 14.0 0 3c > .ygr.,/50 sweeps 
31 4, 0 * 17.5 0 0. Before After 
32 2.8 0 9 7.8 0 .control Control 
33 1.6 0 10 9.6 0 1 13 0 
34 1.6 0 7 50. 0 2 12 0 
35 £.£ 5.5 9 * 0 
42 .27 1.6 4 12.5 0 
43 6.6 S'.9 Total 130.9 0 e 11. 0 
45 c tr 1.2 6 15. 0 
49 .25 0 ImU w;* 4. ;.r.4t 7 39.7 0 
56 
.13 0 Bop Aver./5 0 Sweeps 8 
.5 0 
57 t ^ * .6 Vo. Before After 9 7.6 0 • 
58 3.5 .25 
T" 
Control Control 12 9.2 0 
62 6.5 3.5 22 2.5 13 1.3 0 
63 7.5 7.5 5 4.5 .2 14 .86 0 
64 1.6 0 6 36 15 12.5 0 
790 0 1 7 .71 r-'' • V 
81D .5 0 8 23.8 ie.8 
9 4.6 3.0 Tot! al 144.18 0 
total 225.67 39.96 
total 97.61 26.0 
\ 
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X’able Mo. 4 showing, the summary of .results 
1© set up in the same manner as Table Mo. 2 for the 
spanwonc. 
Table 4. 4 Comparison of Massachusetts 
Cranberry Insect Control Method? in the Re¬ 













Ground Dust 6 37.30 4.25 11.39 88.61 
Ground Spray 6 130.90 0 0 ioo.co 
Helicopter 6 97.60 26.0 26.63 .37 
1%ne Dust 34 225.67 39.96 17.70 82.30 
flan© Spray 13 144.18 0 0 100. 
Flood 12 86.20 7.91 9.18 90.82 
Hot© that there is considerable variation in the ef¬ 
ficiency of the different control measures. Analysis 
of these data shows that the ground spray and plan© 
spray (which resulted in better than 99% reduction) 
were very significantly better than the other methods 
in their efficiency of control. Po difference could 
be found between these two methods, however. It was 
also found that the ground dust applications and the 
control by flood were significantly better than the 
dust applications by plane and helicopter, but sig¬ 
nificantly less effective than the ground, and plan© 
spray applications. 
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Therefora, those data indicates that* 
{1} the ground spray and plane spray, properly 
applied, will giv© a higher percentage reduc¬ 
tion than tho other methods, and (2) the ground 
dust and flooding will reduce the Insect© more 
than plane and helicopter dust, but less than 
the two spray methods. From analysis of these 
data it is felt also that spray applications are 
significantly more effective than dust applica¬ 
tions in the control of the cranberry weevil. 
Leafhopper Analysis 
Table No. 5 shows the results of leaf- 
hopper control. Notice that sufficient data are 
found only for a comparison of lane and ground 
dust applications• Although six cases of control 
are listed under the helicopter this method is 
not included in the comparison because only two 
of the six infestatlone were of sufficient magni¬ 
tude to warrant control. If these data were in¬ 
cluded in the comparison the two cases would dis¬ 
tort the results and the data would be biased. 
Table No. 6 shows the summary results. 
Table 5. A Tabulation of the Average 
Count© Per 50 Sweeps of the Blunt-Nosed 
Leafhopper Prior To and Following Control 
1950. 















Wo. Before After 
•- 
Control y,stn^r.al 
15 9.3 2 
16 1.08 .33 
17 e. 2.6 
18 10.1 4 • 
19 5.8 .4 
20 15*5 0 
28 1.2 0 
30 2.5 0 
31 6.6 0 
32 1.8 0 
33 2. 1.2 
34 14. • 33 
35 1.2 0 
42 2.4 0 
45 11.5 Q 
46 12.5 .28 
47 8.6 0 
48 a 19.3 0 
483 31.4 1.3 
49 5.5 0 
50 6 1.1 
57 5 0 
58 12.5 0 
59 7* 0 
62 9.5 0 
63 7.5 0 
64 1.6 0 
75B 5.3 0 
79B 2. 3 
818 32 0 





No. Before After 
ir|. , lu Control Control 
Q'siount du ~r 
log Av® pIZE 0. ■■ij.wee.2t 
NO. 




5 * 4 0 
6 4.57 0 
12 50 0 
13 10 0 
14 10 0 
Total 74.97 0 
11 '■Li oott cr 
Bog Avor./SO Sweffii. 
no* Before? After 
— agsfccal agateal 
1 4.5 4 
2 3. 0 
4 .56 .25 
7 .5 0 
a .6 0 
9 •at’* • 0 
Total 9.59 4.25 
GFOU NL! a * s •%! 
Bog Stir * /£SL.s«s9bs 




PL AS IU . ./£ ; ‘v Si £ 
Bog Aver./SO Swears 





Table 6. A Boapariscn of Massa¬ 
chusetts Cranberry Insect Control 
Method# In the Reduction of the Blunt- 













Ground Dust 5 7^*97 0 0 100. 
Diane Dust 30 259.68 14.94 5.74 94.26 
Analysis of these data shows that the gr ound dust ap- 
plications. result ing in better than 99M reduction of 
the leafhopper, did not produce a slgnlfleantly higher 
percentage reduction than that of the plan© dust ap¬ 
plications, though the latter percentage reduc¬ 
tion was only 94.3$* This fact Is again due to the 
variation in sampling the data ae previously mentioned. 
Another way of stating this result is that fro a these 
data there was no significant difference In the ability 
of ground dust and plane dust applications to control 
the leafhopper. 
Firework Analysis 
Table No. 7 shows the results of the control 
methods. It was felt that there were only enough data 
to compare plane and helicopter dust applications and 
plane spray ap 1teatIons. In connection with the 
latter it will be noticed that the counts of Bog No. 
4 wore larger after control than before, however. 
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Table 7. A Tabulation of the Average 
Counts Far 50 Sweeps of the Blackheaded 
Firework Trior To and Following Control, 
1950 
*3 DU;' X GiiOCND SP.-V/fr 
Bog l^.si:..../50-'/weeps Bo#; Aver./DO Sweeps 
Ho. Before After Ho. Before After 
— 
Jor.tro Control 
- Control Control 
1 7.2 0 4' 6.8 0 
9 2. 0 5 1.5 0 
23 - 7.3 * 0 
24 ■ 3.3 .86) 
25 2.2 • .28) HSLICCFT a 
2 6 1.1 5.7 ) Boa Av op./DO Bwoeos 
27 2* .33) Ho. Before After 
56 
60 
.10. 0 ) 5% 
-■ Control Control 
6*9 3*3 ) 
61 10. 0 ) 4 .33 0 
65 . 2.5 ■ 0 ) 5 1.25 0 66 4.3-0 ) • 7 .5 0 84 
. 5*9 0 ) 10 66. .33 
3*5 .25 




Bog ^ver./SO Sweeps Bo#; - Aver ./DO Swcods 
N0. Before After rio. • Before After 
— 
isntrai Control 
- CaalUfil Control 
7 *25 0 11 * 1 o 
8 1. 0 25 2 0 
13 ■ 17*1 0 2.q •yl 14 
.99 2.5 ; t 
total 19.34 2.5 
' 4 
5.6 .91 
CHOUH D DU T 
* 
Bog .ivar.Ao -veeps 
HO. Before After ' i 
-- ■'°Si£2i Control 4 
1 2.3 0 
4 2.33 0 
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t'heae counts a re possibly still within the range of 
sample variation and t ho re fore art Included* Notice 
that If it were taken out that the record for plane 
•pray applications would have resulted in a much 
higher percentage reduction* 
It should be noticed also from Table Ho* 7 
that in the analysis of ^ust application by the hel¬ 
icopter and spray application by plan® wo arc deal¬ 
ing with snail numbers of bog® under each heading* 
On the other hand, an examination of the infestation*! 
of firework on these bogs prior to control by heli¬ 
copter dust applications and application of spray 
by airplane will show that these infestations on 
the different bogs have great similarity* 
Table No* 6 is the tabulation of the summary 
results of these three methods in reducing firewora 
infestations* 
Table 8. 4 Comparison of Massachusetts 
Cranberry Insect Control Methods in the de¬ 
duction of the Blackheaded Pireworm, 1950. 












bust 5 71.58 .58 .81 99.19 
Flan© bust 13 64.70 10.47 15.18 83.82 
Plane '.'pray 4 13.34 2.5 12.92 87.08 
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Analysl© of these data reveal© that the helicopter duet 
applications reduced blackheaded fireworm infestations 
®or© efficiently than the application of either dust or 
©pray by airplane* * Another way of stating this would be 
that the 99-- Reduction of the fireworm gained through 
applications of dust by the helicopter is a significantly 
greater reduction than the 83.62$ reduction by the appli¬ 
cations of dust by airplane* Ho difference was found in 
the relative efficiency of the dust and spray sp lied 
by airplane. 
In an effort to further simplify the data the 
following Table Ho. 9 is presented. This table shows 
the average percent reduction obtained by the various 
methods in relation to the insects controlled• 
Table !:o. 9* Tabulation of the Average i'ereant 
Reduction of 4 Jranberry Insects Following Appli¬ 
cations of DDT' by Massachusetts Control Methods 
in 1950. 
Method insect 




Ground Dust 88.61 100 *m m» *m +m> 94.11 
Ground ipray 100 100 
Helicopter 73.37 55.47 99.19 
Plane Dust 82.30 94.26 83.32 93.18 
Plane Spray 100 — 87.08 91.36 
Flood 90.32 —-- £3.75 90.46 
- Insufficient .lata 
* For dosage© see text, page 
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Notloe in Table No. 9 that the airplane 
dusting obtained a greater percentage reduction 
in control of the blunt-nosed leafhopper and 
green epanwor® than it did in control of the 
weevil and the blackheaded firework. Analysis 
of these data reveals that this difference is 
significant. This means that dust applications 
by airplane reduced infestation® of blunt-nosed 
leafhopper and green ©panworm more efficiently 
th.n infestations of weevil and blackheaded fire- 
worm. 
Pyrethrum vs. DDT 
During the 1951 season some data were 
collected from bogs on which Pyrethrum was used 
instead of DDT• For all case® the Fyrethrum dust 
was applied at the rate of 75 lbs. per acre by 
airplane. 
Table No. 10 shows the results of Pyrethrum 
applications in control of the blunt-nosed leaf- 
hopper, green spanworm and weevil. 
Table 10. 4 Tabulation of the Average 
Count© Ter 50 Sweep© of the Blunt-nosed Leaf- 
hopper, Prior To and Following Applications 
of Pyrethru* 
i>IAf f:io;Tsa 
D Sweep© Bo>p 4var.25i 
no. Before After 
— Saa&al Ap-asgat 
36 4 .36 
37 5.4 0 
38 2.5 0 
39 1.6 2 
40 6.0 0 
41 5.0 0 
44 6.5 .23 
51 9.5 .25 
52 9.3 0 
53 3.1 .25 
54 .66 .4 
55 3.6 .57 
6? 4.4 0 
68 2.4 0 
69 8.0 .66 
70 .R 0 
71 2.0 0 
73 0 .66 
74 7.4 0 
764 4.0 5-3 
77 1.0 0 
794 16.5 3.3 
80 12.0 
.5 
8U 21. 32. 





§o7!vor. 7% cTYvree ;.,g 
Before After 
:i®m£.Ql *Mik££k 
36 6.2 .16 
37 1.7 0 
38 1.5- 0 
39 2.8 .5 
40 2.0 0 
41 5.5 0 
*^4 3.8 0 
1.3 0 
53 .5? 0 
55 .4 0 
67 1.2 0 
68 .8 0 
72 0 1.0 
73 1.1 .66 
74 
.57 0 
75 .66 0 
77 1. 2. 
78 .4 
.25 
79A 3-5. 0 
60 1.5 0 
61A 1.0 .5 
82 .8 .28 
83 .8 *5 






36 4. 2.2 
37 2.3 3.7 
39 1.2 2.5 
40 6. 0 
41 1.6 1.0 
44 2.5 2.0 
51 .25 0 
52 2 1.6 
53 .85 .5 
54 4. 0 
55 2.2 .85 
67 3.2 7.6 
68 2.4 
.67 
69 4.7 3.3 
70 2.0 3.3 
72 1.3 10.0 







62 .8 .57 
c* 
v £ 1.2 ... .5. 
Total 45.60 45. o4 
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Table No. 11 compare© the effectiveness of 
Pyrethrum and DDT In the control of the blunt-nosed 
leafhopper. 
Table 11. The Relative fflatency 
of Airplane Applications of Pyrethrum 
and 10$ DDT Dust© in the Control of the 
Blunt-nosed Leafhoppor, 1951* 
Bogs 
Observed 









Pyrethrum 26 150.26 45.08 30 70 
rr r 30 259.88 14.94 5.74 94.26 
Applications of DDT dust were significantly 
more effective than applications of Pyrethrum dust 
in controlling the blunt-nosed leafhopper. 
Table No. 12 compares the effectiveness of 
Pyrethrum and DDT in the control of the green spanworm. 
Table 12. The Relative .fflcieney 
of Airplane Applications of iyrethrum and 
10$ DDT Dusts in the Control of th© Green 
Spanworm. 
mrnmmm *mmm *m m 
30^8 
Observed 









Pyrethrum 23 39.10 5.87 15.01 84.99 
DDT 36 500.80 34.18 6.62 93.18 
Notice that there were very few ©panworms pres- 
ent that were treated with iyrethrum. While the num¬ 
ber of spanworms per bog was small, the indications 
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are that Pyr®thrum was not as affective a® DDT* 
Table $o* 13 compares the effectiveness 
of Pyrethrum and DDT In the control of the cranberry 
weevil. 
Table 13* The Relative Efficiency of 
Airplane Applications of lyrethrum and 10$ 
DDT Dusts In the Control of the Cranberry 
Weevil. 











iyrethrum 22 45.60 45.04 96.77 
» 
1.23 
DDT 34 225.67 39.96 17.70 82.30 
Analysis reveals that applications of DDT dust were 
very significantly more effective than applications 
of lyrethrum in the control of the cranberry weevil. 
* 'm.* "-f 
■ y 




The figures upon which this cost analysis is 
based are estimates derived mainly from the records 
of the A.D. Makepeace Co., the Beaton Co., and the 
New England Cranberry Sales Co. In addition some 
data were obtained from personal observation and 
conversation with Dr. Franklin and growers. It will 
be noticed that cost estimates of the various methods 
are ^Iven as a range. This is done so that differences 
in performance of individual operators, differences in 
performance of machinery and some allowance for minor 
delays will be taken into consideration. However, 
costs of control operations should fall within these 
ranges except in extreme cases, such as breakdowns 
or other unexpected mishaps. 
Flood 
Flooding Is the least expensive of all the In¬ 
sect control methods provided an adequate supply of 
water Is available. The only cost involved is the 
time required to pull the flume planks to put the 
flood water on the bog and to drain it at the end of 
the flood period. If the water is to be pumped onto 
the bog the cost rises depending upon the type of 
pump employed. 
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Ground Dust Applications 
The cost estimate is derived as follows* 
It is figured that a charge of approximately 
^2*50 - #3*00 per hour Is necessary for the 
ground machine itself to cover costs of gas and 
oil, repairs and depreciation* Two men are neces¬ 
sary for efficient operation, one operates the 
machine - the other keep® the machine supplied 
with Insecticide. At the present price of labor 
, ■> : : * 
a cost of ,1.00 per man per hour is estimated, or 
a total labor cost of J2.Q0 per hour. The machine 
properly run Is capable of dusting approximately 
two acres an hour. A total charge for the duster 
would add to approximately ,4.50 - #5.00 per hour* 
On the basis of dusting 2 acres per hour, the coat 
per acre amounts to half this former figure, or 
|'2.25 - ,,2*50* This figure should oe raised to 
42*50 - >3.00 per acre to take into consideration 
a charge for the truck involved in transportation 
of the machine and.the insecticide and some allowance 
for delays. 
In addition to the cost estimate Just given 
there is another ,©ore intangible cost to be added. 
This cost is the damage and subsequent crop reduc¬ 
tion caused by the ground machine in its travel over 
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the bog. Franklin (personal communication) Mae 
figured the use of the ground machine reduces the 
crop by approximately 10^. fhe cost of this dam¬ 
age would vary directly with the value of the crop. 
Derivation of Ground Putting Goata* 
1951. 
Charge for tricycle duster/hr.*2.50 - 3.00 
2 men at , 1.00/hr. 2.00 
Estimated total cost/hr.•• 
Estimated total cost/acre (on basis 
of dusting 2 acres/hr.) 
Estimate of total cost per acre (to 
Include transportation cost and 
some leeway for minor delays} ...... 
’4.50 - 5.00 
12.25 - 2.50 
,2.50 - 3.00/acr© 
Ground Spray Applications 
In deriving ft® cost of this method of spray 
application it is necessary to take into consider¬ 
ation the following costs. A charge of ,3*00 to 
,4.50 per hour is estimated to cover the depreciation, 
tS8, oil, repairs and mileage of the sprayer and truck 
combination. The range is given to take into con¬ 
sideration the various else unit© that are in use. 
Xhe growers estimate in general that 5 to 7 men are 
necessary to handle the hose lines and apply the spray 
efficiently. At the rat© of sv 1 ♦ 00 per hour per man 
this would amount to 15.00 to 7.00 per hour. It ia 
estimated that on the average the cost of ground spray 
applications will range from $8.00 to 111.50 per hour. 
On the average approximately 1 acre per hour 
# | t 
can ba sprayed (Including refilling) with an 
efficient crew when application® are between 
250-400 gallons per acre, therefore the estimate 
of cost on a per acre basis is still jS.QQ to 
111.50. 
Bsslsat 1 oq ^oi^xgyn^:. imj.. 
Charge for sprayer per hr. .. > Z • 00 - 4.50 
5 to 7 men at Jl.OO per hr.  5*00 - 7#00 
Estimate of total cost per hr. ........ f8.00 - 11.50 
Estimate of total cost per acre ....... *8.00 - 11.50 
to this cost estimate must be added an amount 
equal to th© damage and subsequent crop reduction 
caused by walking and trampling of the vines during 
the spraying operation. The crop reduction caused 
by this method is estimated at approximately 1Q£ 
(Franklin, personal communication). The cost of this 
damage, that must be added to the operational cost* 
again varies directly with the value of th© crop. 
Airplane Dust Applications 
The cost estimates for airplane dusting ar© 
more easily figured than the cost© of the other 
methods. This is due to the fact that th© grower 
is charged on the basis of so many cents per pound of 
dust applied. 
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In 1950 the charge was ';«Q8 per pound of dust ap¬ 
plied. However, It la felt that flagmen are a 
necessary aid to the pilot to insure even appli¬ 
cation. the lob of these men Is to act as refer¬ 
ence points on the bog. In this way the pilot can 
toll exactly where he left off and consequently how 
to fly the next strip. The larger the bog the more 
necessary these flagmen become, formally 2-3 flag¬ 
men arc used during the operation. Cn the basis 
of 41*00 per hour as a labor wage the cost of 2-3 
flagmen becomes 42*00 - ?3*00 per hour. In addition 
to this, one nan and a truck are necessary for ser- 
, -V , % 
vicing the aircraft. Then the plane returns empty 
the man takes the insecticide from the truck and 
loads the plane. An estimate of 42*00 per hour is 
charged for this servicing; |1.00 for the true* and 
41.00 for the man. This brings the total estimate 
of labor cost to 44.00 - 4!»*00 an hour. 
On the basis of 4*08 per pound for dust ap¬ 
plication the standard dosage of 50 pounds per acre 
for DDT dust would cost *'4.00 per acre. It is 
figured that the alrpkne is able to dust a minimum 
of 10 acre® per hour. The average would be approx¬ 
imately 150 acres per hour. This estimate® included 
travel time between the bog® and the landing strip 
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as troll as the loading tins©* On the minim*® 
&&®~* of ton acre® per hour the labor eo • ts p$r 
hour { >4.00 - 15.00} are divided by 10, resulting 
In an estimate of ' *40 - 5*50 par acre for labor* 
To thin ie ad led the cost of ap Host Ion of 50 
pounds of dust at 5*OS per pound • This figure 
Is }4.0 per* sere* This results in a total 
estimate of cost, including flagmen, of <14.40 - 
|4.50 per acre* However, aeae of the growers do 
not use flagmen, they still have to service the 
aircraft. Including this fact, plus some leeway 
for delay©, the total estimate of cost for appli¬ 
cation of Insecticidal dust© at the rate of 50 




0-3 flagmen at il.00/hr. ............ .,2.00 - 3.00 
? erv le Inf, 
1 truck a 1 ©an at |2*0O/br.. 2.00 
Total labor a oat/hr.... 4,00 - 5.00 
Tith the plane dusting 10 acre®/hr. . 4 .50 - *.50, 
Airplane ' 
At 55 lbs./acre, 5*08/lb.. |4.00/aore 
Labor coat per acre .. •, .40 - ,*^0 
( * " " hr. by 10} _ _1_ 
X o t a 1 e a 11 awa t rd 00a t/aa re (1 no 1 yd 1 ng 
flagmen).... J4.40 - 4.50 
Total rang© of cost estimate, including 
flag Jen, and Inducting so m allowance 
for delay©.... §4.25 - 5.00/acre 
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Airplan© f^pray Applications 
Last year, 1930, was the first year that 
spray applications were toad© ootnmerci&lly oy air¬ 
plane. Xhe spray used was . a 23% emulsion, 
this was diluted to a 6% solution in 100 gallons 
of water applied at the rate of 3 gallons peracr*. 
Firefly, Inc., the only company making these appli¬ 
cations, charged the grower on the basis of $1.25 
per gallon of this solution applied at the rate of 
3 gallons per acre, therefore, it cost the grower 
:Z*73 per acre. Xhis price included the cost of 
the material, to derive the cost of the plane ap¬ 
plication excluding the cost of materials it is nec¬ 
essary to subtract the cost of materials from the 
charge of W*75 P®** acre. 
in 1950 the 23% DPI emulsion cost *2.Q0 per 
allon. A 6% solution of this would cost . .48 per 
*w* * 
gallon. Applied at the rate of 3 gallons per acre 
this would amount to s> 1.44 per acre ~ub rioting this 
price? from the ,3*75 charge of the plane plus material 
we '.rot a cost of „.2.31 to the grower ior the plane 
alone. To derive the total cost to the grower, ex¬ 
cluding materials as was formerly done, It is neces¬ 
sary to add the l&borcost of the 2-3 fl&gmen. 
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Firefly, Ine., estimates that on the average 20 
acres can be sprayed in an hour by the airplane* 
At the rate of $1*00 per man per hour the labor 
charge for the 2-3 flagmen would be .,2.00 - 13*00 
per hour. If the plane can apr&y an average of 20 
acres per hour the cost of the flagmen Must be 
i 
divided by 20 to put the labor cost on an acre 
i 
basis* This results In a labor charge of J-.10 - 
t 
...15 per acre for the flagmen* When this labor 
cost is added to the coat of the plane, 12.31* 
excluding materials, the total cost become® . 2.41 - 
? . \ ■ . * 
, . j , ■ ' i 
$2.46 per acre. Allowing some leeway for travel 
! 1 , ‘ • • 
time and rinor delays the final cost estimate 
of airplane application® Is given as *2.50 - 13*00 
per acre. 4s formerly mentioned. Firefly, Inc., 
. * % 
charged the grower ,3.75 per acre for the appli- 
A 
cation of the 6% solution of the DDT emulsion. 
« 
Therefore, the cost estimate, including price 
of materials is given as ;3»75 - *-4.25 per acre. 
Variations depend upon whether or not flagman wore 
i 
used and possible occurrence of minor delays. 
^aot .-ortoafclgn^r^lrcXane :^ray Arpllo^UonB 
Labor 
™2-S flagmen at JlfiO/hr.. ,2.00 - 3.00 
If plans sprays 20 acres/hr.5 .10 - .15 
Airplane 
Plane charge. Including material • ••* 
at 3 sals#/acre cost of material .... 
Plane cost excluding material and 
... 




.10 - .15/acre 
Total cost estimate excluding material 
and Including flagmen . 
Total rang© of coat estimate including 
materials, flagmen and leeway .... 
£2.31 - 2.46/acre 
i3.75 - 4.25 
The cost estimate is given excluding price 
of materials so that the cost of plane spray appll- 
cations can be compared with the other methods. 
The cost estimates of the other methods 
also has excluded cost of materials. 
* 
Helicopter Dust Applications 
The helicopter costs are much more difficult 
to figure than the plane. The grower is charged at 
so many cents per pound of dust applied* however, 
in 1949 this charge has varied from #.12 per pound 
To .10, and last year from J.10 - „.06 per pound of 
dust applied. At these prices the cost of applying 
50 pounds of insecticide per acre would range from 
J4.00 to )6.C0 per acre. The labor costs and ser¬ 
vicing costa would bo figured in exactly the name 
manner as they were with the plan©. ihis result© in 
total labor and servicing estimate of #4.0J - >5.00 
per hour. 
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No figures w*>ra available on the number 
of acres that a helicopter could dust In an hour. 
The machine flic® slower than the airplane across 
the bog, but on the other hand It can do the 
dusting without ever leaving the bog on the turns. 
In this manner less time is wasted In making 
turns. With the helicopter all the landing and 
loading can be done at some convenient point on 
the shore of the bog# This factor compared with 
the plane usually means that the helicopter will 
take loss time to reload than the airplane which 
has to return to a landing field. The fact that 
there are no figures available on the subject of 
the number of acres that the helicopter can dust 
in an hour means that it is very difficult to trans¬ 
form the labor and servicing estimate from an hourly 
basis to an acre basis. However, it is felt that on 
the average the estimated coat of helicopter dusting 
would range between ^4.25 and *6.50 peraere. The 
former figure would be based on a charge of ,.08 per 
pound of dust applied and the latter on the basis of 
i.12 per pound. 
Comparison of Costs 
From the above discussion of cost estimates 
s 
of the various methods of control excluding the 
price of material®, it will be seen that the 
least expensive method is use of water* Due 
to the fact that it Is so inexpensive when compared 
to the other methods it is not included in the com¬ 
parative cobt analysis* This comparison of costs 
is done with and without the price of materials. 
The materials included are XOfC DDT dust and 50% 
wettable DDT powder and 6% solution of 25% DDT 
emulsion. In estimating th© cost of the various 
methods with materials th© cost of materials for 
the standard recommended dosages is added to th© 
cost estimate of th© control methods. The price 
of 10% DDT dust during the summer of 1950 was ^4.50 
for 50 pounds. The price of the 5Op wettaol© DDT 
powder for the same period was v«26 if bought by 
the pound; or was *12*72 for 50 pounds. On the basis 
of these prices the cost of th© various method© in¬ 
cluding cost of material wore figured a© follows: 
Ground Dust 
Applied at th© rate of 50 lbe./acre ... *4.50/acre 
Total cost estimate of the method . 2.50-3.0Q/acr© 
Total cost estimate including materials f7.00-7*50/acre 
Plane Dust 
Applied at the rate of 50 lbs./acre ... ^4.50/a.cre 
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Total cost estimate of the method ex- 
eluding materials . ,4.25-5.00 
Total cost estimate Including mater¬ 
ials .. ,j8.T5-9.50/aor» 
Helicopter Dust 
Ill II . . W ... 
Apr lied at the rate of 50 lbs./acre .. ;4.50/acre 
Total cost estimate of the method ex¬ 
cluding cost of material . 4.25-7.«QgZacre 
Total cost estimate including materials 75-11 •SQ/acre 
Ground Hpray 
Cost of one pound of 5On wettable DDT 
powder ...*.$ *26 
Cost of 2-3 lbs- * " H tt # .52 - .78 
2-5 lbs. per 100 gals, water applied 
at a rate of 250-400 gals./acre .. *1.50-3.12 
Total cost estimate of the method .... ^6.00-11.50/acre 
Total coat estimate including materials 9.30-14.62/acre 
This comparative cost data is presented In 
Table Ho. 10 In order of Increasing expense. This 
table lists the relative cost estimates of the various 
methods of control, excluding and Including the cost 
of the materials. If it were desired, computation of 
the cost of materials other than those discussed here 
could be made from this table by adding the cost of 





Table 14. Estimated Range of Oost^? 
lor Acre of Massachusetts Cranberry In 





























Froii this table it will be seen that applica¬ 
tion of spray by airplane was the least expensive of 
these methods, while ground spray applications were 
the most expensive, the Methods held their relative 
cost positions before and after cost of materials was 
considered. 
In summarisation of this cost analysis several 
facts should be pointed out. In flowing the cost of 
laoor Involved in the total estimates. only the labor 
during the actual operation was considered. It le 
realised that this does not give a true picture of the 
labor coat Involved to the grower, for transportation 
to and from the place of operation, tin© Involved In 
starting the next Job and other similar lost time in¬ 
volved is paid for by the grower. However, the laoor 
costs were determined In the above fashion so that 
the cost estimates of the various control methods 
would be comparable. From this cost analysis It Is 
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seen that control aethods In orsiar of Increasing 
expense a-** control by flooding, spray applications 
by airplane, ground dust applications, airplane dust 
applications, helicopter dust applications, and 
last and ,nost expensive, ground spray applications. 
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summx 
This work represent© an effort to discover 
which of the present day cranberry insect control 
method© are the most efficient not only from the 
entomological point of view of insect reduction, but 
also from the farm management viewpoint of compara¬ 
tive cost* Since cranberries are Massachusetts* 
largest agricultural export crop, insect control is 
of great commercial importance* 
The cranberry, grown commercially, Vaoolnlusp 
macroeapron Ait*, le indigenous to the northeastern 
United States. In the order of relative importance 
the states that grow cranberries commercially are 
Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Hew Jersey, Washington and 
Oregon. In the Mast, cranberries are raised elsewhere 
in a few other areas such as Rhode Island, Nova Scotia 
and Long Island, but the yield constitutes neither an 
important part of the states* crops nor of the nation*s 
as a whole* In general, the best soil for cranberry 
cultivation Is swampland of muck or peat. However, 
successful bogs have been mad© from sandy soils; these 
require more fertilization. 
The major Insect pests f the Massachusetts 
cranberry industry in order of their relative importance 
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are * the Root grub tlchnathe vulpl im (Kentz), the 
Fruit worn (**lneola vaccinii Riley), the Blunt-nosed 
leafhopper ( qleroracufi K&Q.1&11 V.D.i the Blackheaded 
flreworm (Rhaoobota vsccinlana Pack*), the Gypsy noth 
(Porthetrla dispar L.) and the birdlor (Orambus hor- 
tellus Hubner). Not in quite such a destructive cate¬ 
gory, although of consequence, are the ^reen spanwora 
(I ton® eulphurea Pack.) and cranberry weevil ,(^nthonomus 
.buscuius Bay•}. 
This paper is confined to a study of those in¬ 
sects whose abundance can be gauged by sweeping with 
the cranberry insect net. The Insects considered weret 
the blunt-nosed leafhopper, the blackheaded firewor®, 
the green spanwarm, and the cranberry weevil. 
The blunt-nosed leafhopper is one of the most 
destructive of all cranberry Insects because it trans¬ 
mit© a virus that is responsible for the false blossom 
disease. This disease affects all part© of the plant 
including the roots. It is very harmful indeed to 
cranberry since it causes malformation of the flower 
and peculiar habits of growth. 
The blackheaded fireworm is another of the most 
serious and troublesome pests. The larva works as a 
miner; whore the infestation is series, the injured 
loaves and blossoms turn brown and wither, making the 
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bog appear as if it had beers scorched by fir© - 
hone© the name wftrowor®.* 
The larva of the green spanwora during; 
their feeding sever the stem close to Its junction 
with the ovary thereby nipping off flower bud® and , 
blossoms. 
The adult weevil, during it® feeding, eats 
holes on the underside of old leaves, in the dormant 
buds, the new leaf growth and the growing blossom 
buds* Often It eats the stamens* If the Infesta¬ 
tion is severe the entire prospective crop may bo 
destroyed, or it may greatly reduce or ruin the crop 
for the following year. 
The infestation® wore auged by means of the 
cranberry insect net. Dr* Franklin considers that 
control is necessary If in fifty sweeps of the net 
there are found more than 9 gypsy caterpillars, 9 
cutworms, 36 apanworss, 3 blunt-nosed leafhoppers, 
or over 10 weevils. The net is also used in gauging 
blackheaded fireworm Infestations, but le not con¬ 
sidered completely reliable in measuring the abun¬ 
dance of this Insect. This i® due to the fact that 
the flreworm is not as readily picked up by th© net 
a® th© other insects that have been mentioned; there¬ 
fore their abundance on the bog will be greater than 
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the actual counts Indicate, However, if three or 
move fireworks are found in 50 sweeps of the net 
control is definitely necessary* A single motion 
of the net to the left or rl6ht la considered as 
one sweep* After 50 sweeps a count w&© made of 
the Insects in the netj this.was then tabulated on 
the collecting schedule (see sample schedule, appen¬ 
dix, page ). the number of sets of 50 -weeps 
that were made depended on the else of the bog* 
home bog,.© encountered were so small that it was Im¬ 
possible to take more than two sets of 50 ©weeps. 
The bogs were swept once prior to the control 
measures and twice following control at two day 
intervals; two and four days after the control* Ex¬ 
ceptions to this practice include sore© of the data 
gathered by the representatives of the A.D. "a^epeace 
Company and a few cases In which the weather mad© the 
practice Impossible* Data were collected every day 
that the weather permitted for the entire 1950 insect 
season. The insect counts gathered from the bog 
visits are summarised in tables I-VX (appendix) under 
the heading of the control measure used* 
The data of insect abundance, control and 
reduction, war© subjected to statistical analysis* 
The data on the insect counts at the different Doga 
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were rooordod on the collecting sheets« These ^.ata 
were then re-tabulated in the summary tables under 
the heading of the control method used. The infor¬ 
mation was then further broken down by arranging 
the results of the six different control methods 
against each particular Insect. This type of table 
Is found on page s th© statistical computations 
{located in the appendix) were mad® with this table 
as a base. The statistical method employed was whi- 
square analy&i®• 
The Insect control methods used in the cran¬ 
berry business are application of insecticidal dust® 
by ground machine, airplane, and helicopter, appli¬ 
cation of insecticidal sprays by ground, machine and 
airplane, and insect control by flooding the bogs with 
water. In all cases under observation the insecticide 
61 r. r loyed was *? DT • 
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Xh© results of analyst© of the data obtained 
reveal: 
1.) There was no significant difference in the 
relative efficiency of control of green cranberry 
spanworaa by the application of ground duet, ground 
&\ ray, plane dust, plane spray, or by flooding# 
2*) Chore was a significant difference in the rela¬ 
tive efficiency of the six control methods in reduc¬ 
ing infestations of cranberry weovll: 
a. Applications of spray by ground machine a rid 
airplane were significantly more effective than 
the other methods of control. There was no differ¬ 
ence found between these two methods. 
b. Ground dust applications and control by flood¬ 
ing were significantly more effective than the dust 
applications by piano and helicopter, but consider¬ 
ably loss effective than the ground and plane spray 
applications. 
3. ) Thor© was no significant difference between ground 
dust applications and plan© dust applications in th© 
control of blunt-nosed leafhoppers• 
4. ) Helloopt r dust applications reduced blackheaded 
flreworm infestations more efficiently than airplane 
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duet and spray applications. ■ No significant differ¬ 
ence vss found between dust and spray applications 
in this connection. 
5. ) There was a significant difference in the control 
of th© four insects by applications of dust by the 
airplane. 
a. The reduction of the blunt-nosed leafbop; er and 
th© green spanworm was significantly greater than 
th© reduction of the weevil and blackheadod fire- 
worm by this method. 
b. It appeared to reduce Infestations of th© 
blunt-nosed leafhopper and th© green sp&nworm with 
equal efficiency; the same was true of Infestations 
of weevil and th© blackheaded flreworm. 
6. ) The least expensive method of insect control is 
flooding. In order of increasing expense the methods 
are; plane spray, ground dust, plane duet, helicopter 
dust and ground spray. 
7. ) Applications of DDT dust (50 lbs.Acre) were 
significantly more effective than applications of 
Pyrethrum dust (75 lbs./acre) in the control of the 
blunt-noeed leafhopper and th© cranberry weevil. 
a. Although th© number of green epanworms per bog 
was small, the indications are that Pyrethrum waa 
not as effective as DPT. 
OONOLU ‘ I OKS 
Froas the results of the analysis of those 
data the following conclusions are drawn: 
1. ) pray applied either fro.a the ground or air, 
was nor© affective than dust applications In the 
control of the cranberry weevil. 
2. ) F'rom the point of view of economy and effec¬ 
tiveness the outstanding Insecticidal control method 
was airplane spray. 
3. ) Urplsme dust applications controlled the 
'■j 
blunt-nosed leafhopper and the green spanwora nor© 
readily than the cranberry weevil and the blaofeheaded 
f irewom. 
• 4.) VOX duet (50 lbs./acre} was more efficient 
than 'yrethrum dust ,75 lbs./acre) In the control 
of the blunt-nosed leafhop, -or, the green spanwora 
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Insect Counts Before Insects Insect Counts After Insect Counts After 
Date Time Date Time Date JTime_ 
1 2 3 4 5 AT 12 JTT A T 1 2 3 4 5 A I 
III 11 nrr 






: i i 
i \ 
1 | ! 1 
1 
1 1 
rn 1:1 1 
Blunt-nosed leaf- , j j 
hopper \ 1 ; 1 j 1 
i * i 




















, | j ’ ||| Ealse armyworm 













■ 1 | I | Armyworm 
. J ! ! MM b i i I ! 1 1  i i 1 * JJJ 
1 
1 
1 1 i 
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i t 
j j Blossom worm j ; 
lji| ! * > 1 1 i 1! 
1 1 l | 1 1 
_i_. 
IT i V r « ! 1 









! I j Eruit worm \ i M 









1 ! 1 i ! M l 1 * : 
1 i''i 
1 1 ! ! • 1! 
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1 i n r 4 | s | 
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1 
1 ! I 
III 1 i * 
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—1—..—.. — Mi i * * 1 | 1 ! i 
Treated for Date Time With 
Sold or mfg. by_i Dust_Dew_Spray_Mist 
Pounds applied_to_Acres, Coverage 
Particle size or sample no. 
Weather; Dry temp. Wet temp._R.H. Time Location 
Wind dir._Veloc,_Rain previous__ 
Bain after_ 
vine c____ 
Injury to - 
plant s ______ 
Comment at___ . ___ _____ 
75 
whl-aquar® analysis of the relative 
efficiency of green apanwora control 









Ground Bust 78.1 4.6 . 0558 .2704 
Ground Spray 42.3 0 0 0 
Plane Bust 50C.8 34.16 .0662 2.3310 
Plana Spray 60.2 5-2 • 0864 
.4492 
Flood 237.5 22.64 
.0953 2.1572 
916.90 SX*66•62 S1 A: =5 • 2078 
1' * 66.62/518.90 = .0724 
q * 1 - f * .9276 
*2 X - 5.2076-4.6232 - .3846 
iq .0672 .0672 
$2 a 5-7232; d.f. s 4; P lg ov@r .20 
76 
Chi~squar© analysis of the relative 
efficiency of 4 control methods against 
green $panwor;s, Mass., 1950 (excluding 
ground spray). 
Total Total Probability IX 
Before ifter of urvlval 
Ground Oust 7@.l 4.6 .0586 .2704 
Plane Dust 500.8 24.18 .0662 2.3310 
Plane Si ray 60.2 5.2 .0864 .4492 
Flood 227.5 22.64 .0953 2.1572 
875.60 sx«66.68 . .,*5.2078 
x * 65 .62/876.60 * .0760 
q - 1-p * .9240 
x . 5,2076-5. 0631 - .1442 
x* * pq .0702 .0702 
x£ * 2.0641; d.f. =3; - / 1b over .70 
77- 
Jhl-aquarei analysis of the relative 
efficiency of piano dusting and flooding 
In control of ^reen cranberry apamror*nf 
Maas., 1951. 
Total Total Total 
Left- KIliad Before 
P1 a no Du s t 34.18s 466.62b 500.8 
Flood 22.64° 214.86d 237.5 
56.82 681.48 738.30 
Ohl-aquar® iM-feo ]2. ne,.?P . ( i a/b} (c/d K a?e T (b/d) 
12220,35)s 73s.30 (11894Q0)(56721.69) (1037S654. 12 j( 736,30) 40,055.576,066.00 
7,656.653,936.79 
= 46,055,57-2,08C. 00 
= .166; d.f. = 1; . is over 1.00 
78 
DM-square analysis of the relative 
efficiency of cranberry weevil control 
by 5 methods, "ass., 1950 
Total Total Probability 
Before After of Survival 
-_  £  . E;. £& 
Ground DuBt 37.30 4.25 .1139 .4840 
Ground Spray 130*90 0 ’0 0 
Holiocopter 97.6 26.0 
.2663 6.9238 
Airplane Dust 225.67 39.96 . 1770 7.0729 
Airplane Spray 144*18 0 0 0 
Flood 66.20 7.91 .0917 .7253 
721.86 X=78.12 **• V 2E f-VV 15.2060 
P * 78.12/721.86 = .1062 
| 1 f H* t •p = .831c 
x2 s ^Pi3( 
.il - 11 ta.060s8.4525 - 6.7535 
pq • 09 64 .0964 
k2 = 70. 06; d*f* s 5; i is under .01 
79 
Ghi-aquar© analysie 
relative efficiency of 




Helicopter 26#Ga 71.6b 
21*no Dust 39.96° 185.71' 
65.96 257*31 
Lfn-bo)2 n . 









97 * 6 
225 * 67 
323*27 
LASai-*&a=2£a«.m?... ».83*2LU (22,025.39 J(16,972.16) 
(3,670,347.96)(323.27)- 
373,tle,443.X4 






Ghi-squar© analysis of the relative 
efficiency of cranberry weevil control 




















p - 12*16/398.53 * *0305 
q r x«p s .9695 
SPX-P1?X 
m .0296 
X2 =28.32; a.f. - 3. !' 1« under .01 
-81 
The Ohl-square analysis of the 
relative efficiency of groin <1 dusting 
and flooding In control of the cran¬ 







Ground Dust 4.25a 33.05b 37.30 
Flood 7.91° 7S.29a 86.20 





(7.1.31 )|l£3,.50 . . iSl-SrMlp&tSal 
-(32i5.22jfi353.e9) 4353105.36 
w i alLumoa - -*44 
* 4,353,105.35 
Qhl-equare * .144; d.f. 1; P Is over* .?G 
£2 
Chi-square analysis of the relative 
efficiency of blackheaded firework con¬ 
trol by 3 methoda 
total Total Jr robability 
Before After of Survival 
i*) L&J.. P3jf 
Hellooopter 71.58 .58 .0081 .0046 
Plane Dust 64.70 10.47 .1618 1.6940 
Plane Spray 19.34 2.5 .1292 .3230 
155.62 
1 
sx»13*55 Spx - 2.0216 
P - 13 
•55/155 .62 = .0870 ► 
q e 1 - p - .9130 
:r-x- x g.0216-1.1788 
Chi-.quar* 3 pq “ .0794 
.8428 
= 70794 - 10.61 
.... . - 
= 10.61; d.f. = 2; 
P is under .01 
Jfol-squar© analysis of the relative 
efficiency of plane or helicopter dusting 
in the control of the tolac^headed fireworra* 
Mass*, 1950. 
Total Total Total 
left... allied i&Xftrft 
Heliocopter *58a 71* J 71*56 
llano Dust 10.470 54.23d 64.70 
11.05 125*23 136.26 
Chi-square - 
(ad-oc)2 136*aC... a ill•:ii2^rViu^JpLLk 
(a/b{ c/d)(a/c 3?o^d) (71.561(641V ) (11* 
(125.23) 
11.92)2 136.23 % . ^:G66?0.oeKU6..gal 
= (4631.22M1383.75) 6,406,635.92' 
. 69.070.603.30 
- 6,406,635.92 10.77 
I 
- 10.77; d.f. = 1; F Is under .01 
•84- 
0hi-square analysis of the relative 
efficiency of plane dust1 and spraying 






Flan® Dust X0.47a 54.23k 64.70 
Plane Spray 2.5° 16.84** 19.34 
12.97 71*07 84.04 
(ad-bc)^ B4.C4 
Obi*square (a/b) (oM )(a/c) (o/;r) 
85- 
Chi-square analysis of the relative 
efficiency of airplane dusting in the 
control of four cranberry insects, Bass., 
1950. 
Total Total : robablllty 
Before After of Survival 
(x) . C P 1.. EX 
Breen spanworia 500.S 34.18 .0622 2.3310 
/©evil 225•67 39.96 .1770 7.0729 
Blunt-nosed 
Leafhopper 259.86 14.94 .0574 .8575 
Blackheaded 
FIreworm 64.70 10.47 .1618 1.6940 
1051.05 8**99.55 apxs 11.955* 
p * 99.55/1051.05 = .0947 
q - X-p = .9053 
Irx-sQx - 11.96*4-2.4274 
Chi-square * pq * *0857 
. 24£S0 
= .0857 
= 29.49; <5.f. S J; * Is un-.’or .01 
AniOTfti® of the relative officicsacsr 
of airplane applications of lyrtttan&a and l# 
UMP dusto ia *fec control of Bxmt-noood loaf- 
bopp**# 
















• aao§595.263.^ - 1&*BZ 
$2 2 t&*m% 4*f« ~U v it *»&** *01 
J 
* *■ V 
Analyei* of the relative efficiency 
of airplane application* of Fyretkruxa and 
10$ Wf£ dnet* in the control of Orem 
gpanwora, 1951* 
Total Total Total 
Loft Killed B»fore 
Pyre tfcrusi 5.9?* 33.23* 39.10 
tm 34.16° 500.80 
1*337,783,,970.5fr . . 
= 391,997,^.50 3>5^ 
l2 * 3.5^5 4»f. * U P t» slightly over .05 
Analysis of the relative efficiency 
Of airplane applications of Pyrethrma and 
XOJt raw testa in the control of cranberry 







Pjnrethrtm 45.04a 0.56* 45.60 
im 39.96® 185.71d 225.67 
85.00 186.27 271.27 
(S.aT^S«Sli^ J&ZLa&2.— 





X2 s 115.86s 4„f. - 1; P la trader .01 
TABUS X-Summary TabI 
& M 
Flood Ho. Bog 
^ x' A. -Jk M _ <f» *. Mk 4. #•* 4 ft*. _ A. ^ A a*. _ M ^ 





 Pate Time (Hra ) Oats Acres Ho. 
28«42<»24«28*3^ 
2i >-12110 25.5 204 June 7 Weevil 
































































0 8 7.2 TT 
0*0^5 



















quite a few 
















































































































































































































































i * # 
(3*oo) 
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counts by the 
Foreman)* 
* ■% 24 Era. June 10 3.71 F-12 
1 ■ 
Table X-page 2 
































































































































































June 20 ■« « 
June 20 ■ft it 








































-*>>■« - ■ ;■ - 
0—0—0—0—0— 
Hot checked 







Date fime(Jktt) Bate 
























































































































































67 J\me 26 Oreen Spaa 1—0—0—0—0 .2 June 28 
treatment 
--f 
July? 2—2-4—2—2-2 a. 33 14 June 29 Black-headed 
Flreworm 

































































































































Counts After AV . ft. I Bate Insecti¬ 
cide 




Qm*0«»q —0 **0 -0 0 0 •June 9 BBT 425# June 7 I2- ? 00-1 
Dust 5* 3< 
o-Q-0-0-0-0 0 0 • 9 
1—2—0—1—1—0 
.83 5 • 9 
0 0 * 9 
Still in 100*3 
0-2-0—2 1 4 June 22 rm 105? Oust 50#/A Juna 17 2t00 3 OB-2 
O«»»O***0 w0*»0 0 0 June 30 vm 10* Oust 50#/A June 25 Us SO 3 ®-3 
occasional July 14 DOT 5$ Bust July 3 I 2 OS-4 
0—0—0—0—0 0 0 j July 10 rm 10$ Bust 50#/A July 7 Iss30 gb-5 
0-“0-0—0—0 0 0 11 « 5.5 
0—0—0—0—0 8 0 « 11 
not checked July 26 mn 20/80 July 28 8.5 00-6 
dust 
Mot checked BBT 20/80 50#/A July 28 
.3 GO-12 
again test - 
Mot cheeked 
again BBT 10$ Bust 50#/A July 20 
.5 00-13 
Hot checked 






















































Counts After AT. ft. Bate 
4 
Insecti¬ 





Wot shacked DOT . lo£ Ouat 50#/A. July 20 i <30-15 
again ■ i-i . . 





• V . - . -. DOT 5,1? Dust 50#/A. July 20 
1 
8.5 0D-17 
J- . . 
A -• • 
i 
?able 111-QmmrT Table of around Baraj 
®0tJ80 SPHA.T DATA 
Counts Befo re Av. ft. 1 Pate Insect Counts After AV. Tt. Date 
2A-A0 32 6A June 7 Weevil 0-0 0 0 June 13 
14 1A 1A June 7 Green Span 0 0 0 June X6 
4 A 4 « i Weevil 0 0 0 #' # 
4—26-22—18 17.5 70 1 June 8 Weevil 0—0—0—0 0 0 June 13 
6—8—8—6—6 6.8 3A June 10 Black-headed June 1A 
fireworm 0—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 (9:oo) 
2—2—0—2 1.5 6 June ID «i # ii 0—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 June 14 
- 
(lo:oo) 
10-18 1 14 28 June 12 Green Span 2—0—0 —2 —6—20 5 30 June 20 
C-A 2 4 • ft False Array 0-0-0—0—0—0 0 0 « # 
50-50 50 100 • i» Weevil 2—0—0—0—0—6 1.3 8 # # B 
12 12 12 June 15 Green Span 0 0 0 June 1? 
* | Uosoo) (l:oo) 
10-30-5-8 13.2 53 I June 29 Green Span 0—0—0—0 0 0 July 2 (l2:oo) 
lij-5-9-18 11.5 A6 June 22 Green Span 0—0—0—0—0 0 0 June 27 
(9:30) (10:00) mm. 
6-11-2-12 7.8 31 ft ft Weevil 0—0—0—0—0 0 0 * w 
Qm0«>>X—0—1—0 • 33 2 June 29 Blunt-nosed 0—0—0—0—0 —0 0 0 June 31 
Le&fhopper 
.ift ftft 
9-6-5-2-2-5 A. 8 29 ft * Green Span 0—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 H P m m 
8-8-5-15-11-11 9.6 58 « ii Weevil 0—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 S It m. ftft 
0-2-2-7-1-1 2*2 13 • • Oaeebearers 0—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 
P P 












0 ■*** v 0 >*-‘•0—0 
0 —O—6—0—2 
Sot checked again 
Hot checked again 
0—0—0—0—0 
0—0—0—0—*0 




























































ti»* itio» poe 
No. 
1*75 
June 12 .5 
June 13 A*H* 
*75 
June 16 B.M. 1*5 
June 30 A*H* 6.5 
June 22 
(9*00) A*M* 3*5 
June 29 (980) 










Table lV^mmxy f able of PlanoDuet ApplloaUon 
\ •' -' . ' V — *. «-■ - 
Comits Before | Av. ft. Bate Insect Counts After At, n. Bate Oounta After Av® ft. Bate 
Insecti¬ 





8—16—10—22—4—6*«01 e sessional June 20 DDT •.. 10$ Bust 59f/A. Jim® 9 8.5 PD—1 
7.2 94 June 8 Flrewra occasional June 13 
>3-6®2—2—4—2®*2, 3 24 Jun e 8 Green Span, Hone 0 0 June 12 Hone 8 0 June 12 DDT 10$ Bust 50#/A. June 9 2 PD—2 
8.8 70 * « *»Ub Araywws Hone 8 0 # 11 Hone 8 0 it «i 
18-13—* l~—2 2 15.5 62 June 9 Green Span 0—>0—0—0—1—0—2 .43 3 June 13 0—0—0 0 0 June 15 DDT 10$ Duet 5o#A. June 12 aaiy 4.5 FB-3 
X—0—0—0— 
.25 1 dot 4^) 0—0—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 14:30) 0—0—0 0 0 it ft 
2^3«4*1 4 Weevil Q«ar0—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 ft ft 0—0—0 0 0 # » 
! 22-1? 19.5 39 June 9 Green Span 0—0—0—0 O 0 June 13 0-0 0 8 June 15 DOT 10$ Dust 50#/A. June 12 essSy 5.5 PD-4 
0-3 1.5 3 (1^ 00) Weevil 0 0 ft # 0-0 0 0 it ft 
---[ 
16-to-5 0 (Grower) June 9 Weevil 0—0—0-0-0—0—0 0 0 Jtme 13 0—0—0—0—0—8 0 0 June 17 DDT 10$ Dust 50#/A. June 12 6*30 5 PD-5 
(2t30) (11:00) ■ 
12-34 23 46 June 15 €lreen Span 0«4 3 6 July 2 Hot checked • BBT 10$ Dust 50^/a* June 18 8 PD-6 
12-38 1 25 50 * & Weevil 0-2 1.5 2 ft # . •• in W -■■■ . i 1 -.■'■■ —.^ 
12-28 20 40 June 15 Green Spaa 0—0 0 8 July 2 ! 
. .. ■ : '' 
Hot checked - *; DDT 10$ Dust 50#/A. June 18 5 PD-7 
1 12-30 1 21 42 
« « Weevil 0-0 0 0 ft ft again - 
' 
?; ■ ef.' 
8-44 26 52 June 15 Green Span 0-4 2 4 J«iy f H Mot checked DDT 10$ Duet 50#/A. June IB PS-8 
28-30 29 58 « # Weevil 0—2 1 2 ft ft again • • 
>1-2-2 2 8 June 15 Black Bssuled 0—0—0—0— 0 0 June 2? Mot cheeked DDT 10$ Dust 50#/A. June 12 SEUsly 17 PS-9 
Firewrs* again 
0 -0—0—X .25 1 June 15 YaiotfHoidea 0—0—0—0 0 8 
Fireworm -r^ 
8 —10—48—63 32 129 • • Green Span 0-0—0—0 0 0 ft a aft jft 
0-0-10-2 3 12 * * liaise Ai^pjcrst 0—0—0—0 0 0 w w 
8—6-10—10—16—4— • 0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0 0 0 July 9 DDT 10$ Dust 50#/A. June 16 eeody 14 PMC 
4-6-8 1 8 72 June 15 Weevil 
0—0—0—0—0—8—0—0 0 8 July 9 
2-0—4-0-0-O 1 6 June 15 BsQjsEji /sT^rkgvtf-i 0—0—0—0—0—0 0 8 June 27 0—0—0 —0—0—0 0 0 July 10 DDT 10$ Dust 50#/A* June 16 2 pwa 
12-10-2-12-18-10 11 64 t! ft Weevil 0—0—2—0—O—2 • 6? 4 ft ft 0 —0—0—0—0—0 0 0 
1.6-104 60 120 June 15 Green Span 4—8—0—6—22—26 13.3 68 June 21 0—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 July 8 DOT 10$ Bust 50#/*- June 18 3 PS42 
12-24 18 36 * # Weevil 2—0—0—0—0—0 .33 2 ft ft y—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 it # 
10—12—16—2—2—0 ? 42 June 16 Green Span (>0—2—2—4 1*6 8 June 21 0—0-0-0—0- 0 0 July 2 DDT 10$ Dust 50#/A. June 18 13 PD43 
18—10—16—16—26— 0—0—0—0—0 0 0 1 ft 
16 17 102 * » Weevil 0—0—0—0—0 0 0 41 .# 
76 ?6 76 June 26 Green Span 0 0 0 July 2 ‘ 0 8 0 July 8 DOT 10$ Dust 5©#/A. June 27 4 FW4 
20-4-0-2-15—15 9.3 56 June 29 Leaffrepoer 0—0—0—0—1 .2 1 July 2 7—0—0—0—0 1« 4 7 J^y | DDT 10$ Duet 50#/A. June 30 10»0 4.59 PM5 
0—0-0-0-0—0 0 " 0 (2J30) Green Span 2—0—0—0—3 1 s (10:00) 0—1—0—0—0 *2 1 
13-10-1-15-15 1.08 54 June 29 Leafhcpper 0—1-0-0—0—1 .33 2 July 2 H If 0—5—0—0—0 1 5 July 5 BBT 10$ Bust 50#/A. June 30 8:00 5.58 PM6 
0—0—0—0—0 0 0 • * Green Span 0-2-1—0—3-0 6 tl H 0—0—1—0—0 ■ * 2 1 
20-20-0-0-16-0-0 8 56 June 29 Leafhopper 5-9-0-0-3-0-3 2.8 20 July 4 3—5—0—0 —0—0—1 1.3 9 July 6 DDT not Duet 50#/A. July 2 8:30 4.46 PQ47 
(4:00) (3:00) • 
64-26-16-22 32 128 June 14 Green Span 114-16-78-20 57 228 June 26 
brMiMl •* 















Counts Before |Av. ft. Date Insect Count? After Mr* ft. Counts After Iter* ft. Date 
Insecti¬ 
cide 
Table IV-page 2 
'ts** 
x OPf» Amount Date 
He* 
Acres No# 
Table IV-page 3 
Counts Before At. Tt. Bate Insect Counts After At, Tt. 0a t« 
i. : 
Counts Before At. ft* Oats , .) r>> Side ► form Amount Oats y»*i % 
,U2-3-O^>-d-G-0-£M> .3 8 July | Flrewora 0—0—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 J?ly P 0—0 —0 —0—0—?1—A—o 0 ^ 0 July 2 2 OTT 20 Oust 5o#A. July 7 413 
F0-32 
a-2-0-0-3-8-0-Z-~3-0 1.8 18 Leafhopper 0—0—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 o—0—0—0-0—0—0—o 0 0 • ft 
84 
2—0—0—0—0—0—'0—0 .25 2 t ft 
IS—2 —O—0—0 8.4 July 5 Green Span 0-0-0—0-0-0—0 0 0 # # 
12-6-0-cUi-O-a-2-Ofi 2.8 28 U H Weevil 0—0—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 11 # 2—0—0—0—6—2—2—2 • 15 12 « « 
0 <*0—0 —0—2—1 2—10 0-»0—0—0—0—0—l0— 0—0—A—6 —S—2 3.3 20 July 22 00 f 10? Oust 50#/A. July 7 12 ro-33 
6—8—0—0 •*0 —0 —0 —0 2—0—0 1*2 12 July 13 
4 0-0-0-0 2 38 July 5 LeafhoDper 2—0—2—0—0—0 *66 » # 
14-4-12—12—28 0-0-0-0-0-2-12- i 
30-28-32-18-12- 
10—8—S—2—0—2—12 
6—6—2 2*8 28 July 13 
2 ^—2 0 0 .* 
0—0—2—0—4—0—2 ■ • M- 
0 —2—0—0—0—2—16— 
U «^«04l*0«»0 1.6 32 - * * Weevil 0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
ft ft 
0—2—2—0—4—6 2.3 14 ft • 
0—0 0 0 
2—2—50*",i2—4 14 70 J?ly l 
• « 

















ft * ' 
— 
0-0—0—0—6 1*2 6 
*p* l heafhepper 
0—O—0—0 0 0 July 25 
50?/A. PO-35 10-4-6-6-6 6* 4 32 Green Span 0—0—0—0 0 0 0 ft Hot cheeked, DOT lQf? Beat July 9 1 
10-6-2-20—6 8.8 44 » ii Weevil 4—2—8—8 15.5 22 • e • again 
Many * # Jersey Beet 0—0—0—0 0 0 0 11 
Worm Beetles 
2—0-4-2—8—2— 4 32 July 8 Wafhopper 0—0—0—2—0—2—0—0 
.36 
lot cheeked Ti 1 dtii Met 73#A* July 9 5.5 PD-36 0—0—0 4 July 28 again rus 
0-4—2—6—2—4—20— Green Span 0—0—0—2—0—0—0—0 
.18 ii # 12 6.2 50 • # O«0—0 2 
4—2—6—^—2—8 4 32 * # Weevil 2—2—0—6—0 —0—2—2— 
6—2—2 2* 2 24 11 # 
0-0—12—22—0—0—^ 5.4 3g July 8 Leafhopper 0—0—0—0—0—0—0 0 
0 
0 July 20 Hot cheeked « 11 Dust 75#A. July 9 1675 P0-37 




0—0—0 -0—4-12—0 2.3 16 # n Weevil 14—10—0—0 —0—0—2 3.7 ii 11 
0—3—2—0 2.5 10 July 8 JUe&fhepper 0—0—0—0 0 0 July 28 
# • 
--—; 
Hot checked 11 » Oust 75#/A. July 9 PD-33 
2-2-0-2 1.5 6 * * Green Span 0—0—0—0 0 0 again 2J>5 
2-2—0-0—4 1.6 e July 8 Le&fhopper 8—0—0—0 2 8 July 28 
11 * 
Hot cheeked « # Dust 75#A* July 9 H>-39 
2—6-4-0-2 2.8 14 * # Green Span 2—0—0—0 ♦5 2 again 2.5 
0—0—4—2—0 1*2 6 n ft Weevil 2-S-2-4 2.5 10 • « 
4-8- 6 12 July 8 leafhopper 0—0 0 0 July 15 0 0 July 28 ft • Oust 75#A. July 9 PD-40 4-0 2 4 # # Green Span 0—0 0 0 e ev -t.> 0—0—0 0 0 ft ft 
.75 
8-4 6 12 » ii Weevil 0-0 0 0 ft ft 0-0-2 *66 2 ft ft 
6-4-10-0-0 5 20 July 8 Leafnopper 0—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 July 28 Wot cheeked 
16-4-2-0-0 5.5 22 ii « Green Span 0—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 
•• ® ag*in 11 11 Oust 75#A. July 9 6 PD-41 






Table I¥*f>a@e > 
•£$* Counts After [fir. Tt. Pate Insect!- Form Amount Date ?lm« l| fiO'. Bog 
Counts Before At. n. Date Insect Counts After AV. Tt. Dat0 eide Acres No. 
j)»0*2 <»2»0»8 
1 •a^HH— 
Not checked DOT 10$ Dust 50#/A. July 13 15 PS-42 
6-2-2-0—4-0-4 2.4 34 July 10 Leafhopper 0 0 July 26 again 
0-2-0-0-O-4-0 . ... 1, 
0—Q—Q—0—0—0—0 
.*K3 6 « « Green Span 0 0 « # 
2—2-0-0-0—B—0 2—4—2—2—2—4—2—2 ,»x% . » .. ■ - ■; ^ / V 
10-0-0-2-2-2—4 
.27 38 « it Weevil 0—Q—0—2—0—0—4—0 1.6 26 11 «i u:, ■ . ■
0—0—0—0—2—2—B— 
16 
Jersey Boot -* ' « • — V . , 
0—0—2—0—2—0—0 1.1 ft H Worm Beetle 0 0 ft , *» *v- . u •• 
14—20—32—20—1 A— 









10?* Oust 50#/A. July 14 4 PD-43 
6—6—2—1 4—6—0—0— 
0—0—0 July 26 ■. .»»;• —■ «•* 1 •» 'Ki'.’i 
3-14-10- 6.6 66 it it Weevil 2—2—0—2—0—0—4—0 • . J v * 





’ fcpBA Not checked Pyreth- 75#/A. July 18 7 PS-44 
2—0—0—0 4 July 10 Pirewrm 0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 July 26 again rum 
0—2—ill—0—10—B— 
6*5 
o-o-o-o-o-cw-o-o 1 - * 
12-16-2-14 72 tt ft Leafhopper 0 —0—Q—Q —0-0—0- 4 « tt 1 12—6—0—2—2—4—2 
3.8 
(HMWWWWMM) m 4 •• J_ ?■ _ P _K 1 ! # ■" iw ™ 1 42 ft * Green Span 0—0—0—0—0—0—0 0 0 a « - ■ • Q—4—2—0—A—6—2— 0—0—0—0—0—2—0—2 >» 1; ■ • 
2-0-44 2.5 28 ft «! Weevil 0—2—4—2 •0—0—2 —0— ■ IS » ft 
2 MjS;: 
- -- ■ -rffiV- 
10-12-12-12- 11.5 46 July 13 Leafhopper 0—0—0—0—0 0 0 July 26 Not checked DOT 10$ Dust 50#/A. July 20 8.25 PS-45 
5.5 22 ft it Weevil 2—0—2—0—2 1. 2 6 tt tt ’im again •t 
14-10—14-12 12.5 50 « « Leafhopper 0—0—2—0—0—0—0 .28 2 July 19 Not checked DOT 10$ Dust 501/A. July 15 3 PS-46 
again 
3-12-10-4-OJiMB 8.8 62 July 13 Leafhopper 0—0—0—0—0—0—10 0 0 July 19 Not cheeked DOT 10$ Dust 50#/*. July 15 16 PB-47 
again 
12-28-13 19.3 58 July 13 Leafhopper 0-0-0 0 0 July 19 Not checked >- DDT 10$ Dust 50f/A. July 15 13 PD-48A 
again 
28—30—3S—6—50 31.4 157 July 13 Leafhopper 0—0—O-0—0—8 1.3 8 July 19 Not checked ti • 11 » ft II II II 13 PB-48B 
- 
■ 1 ...... again 
0-8-18-0 6*5 26 July 13 Leafhopper 0—0—0—0 0 0 July 19 Not cheeked DOT 10$ Dust 5Q#/A. July 15 3 PS-49 
2—0—0—0 *■ .25 2 II ft Weevil 0—0—0 —0 0 0 ft ft again 
0-14-8-2-6 6 s July 13 Leafhopper O-O-O-04>«{MM)-0 1.1 10 July 19 Not checked DOT i 10$ Dust 501/1. July 15 
— 1 
6 PD-50 
0—4—2—4-2 2.4 ft ft Green Span O-fVO-O-CMMWVO 0 0 ft tt again >> 
0—0—2—0—0 .4 2 ft ft Weevil (M5-0-0-0-4-6-4-6 2* 2 20 « . 
-,-- 
; 










































































































































































































July 22 W i 
July 22 
11 9 



















9 9 Dust 75#/*. July 15 to PD-52 
Hot checked 
again 
1 * j 'Tn 
v> ' - 
; 
: 
9 9 Dust 75#/A. July 15 
. • » -A ■— 

















9 9 Oust 75#/A. July 15 
• 
, 5 70-55 
j - 
Hot checked 
again . i • \ 
•1 »-.r; 
■ 
















DOT 1®£ Bust 50*/A. July 19 2 TO—58 
Hot checked 
lagsla 





July 2to i t DOT 4-8-8-S- 
5$ Dust ■2 on July 
50#/A. 
29 











DOT 1<$ Oust 50#/A. July 23 2.5 70-62 
Hot checked 
p again 
, ■ ■ 
DOT 10£ Oust 50#/A. July 23 2 70-63 
Sot checked 






j • t 
5£ Oast 
* 





DOT 5^ Oust 50#/A. July 20 
. 5 PO-66 
Table IV-page 6 
Counts Before Ay. Tt. Date Insect Comte After AV. ft. Bate 
Counts After r \ 
AV. Tt. Bate Insecti¬ 
cide 
Fora Amount Date 





































































Jjlxjj Sot checked 
again 


















Sot checked « 11 Bust 75#/A. July 8 1 PB-70 







































July 21 it 11 
# « 


















1 Bust 75#/A. July 8 3 PD-74 

















July 21 % Wot checked 
again 
11 » Dust 750/A. July 8 as 20-764 




































July 21 occasional 











































July 27 Sot chocked 
again 





































































July 27 ft a 
» » 
Sot cheeked 
again WT 10 Bust 50#/A. July 22 
i US 
P2-8B 








26 June 9 We—11 













1 June X& DOT 820-M1bo. 5J&A7S4 June 10 
6f 3€ 17 
jm 
PS—X 
10-14 12 2k June 13 Weevil 0—0 0 0 June 15 Bet checked again 
ft ft ft 11 3#A- June 14 6 PS—2 
5**^ 5.5 11 June 13 Green Span 0-0 0 0 June 15 Hot cheeked again 
It ft ft ft ft « June 14 9 ps«3 
8-10 9 18 * n Weevil 0—0 0 0 « ft 
25-35 
S.5 
60 June 13 Green Spaa 0-0 0 0 June 15 Sot cheeked again * e 
ft ft 5#/A. June 14 
. V 
IQ PS—k 
io-15 . 25 <i ti Weevil 0-0 0 0 II ft . •4 ; .1 * 
10*12 H 22 June 13 Weevil 0-0 0 0 June 15 Sot checked again . ■. 
* « II • June 16 ? PS—5 
4-6 5 10 June 13 Green Span 0-0 0 0 June 15 !4ot cheeked again - . . ; 
« # ft ft 3#/A. June 16 8 ps—6 
14-16 15 30 ii • Weevil 0—0 0 0 • ft 1 






















39.7 9 9 Weevil 0—0—0—0 0 
0 
0 
0 0-1-1-1 .7 3 * • Flea Beetle 0—0—0—0 
p * 
t 2—2—2—2 1 4 June 15 Flreworm occasional 
0 
June Zk occasional 










.5 2 • * Weevil 0—0—0—0 0 
H II 0—0—0—0 0 
w 
I ■ — ——— ''—1 —'—~— 
10-10-10-8-4—4 7.6 46 June 15 Weevil 0—0—0—0—0 0 0 June 24 0-0-0-0 0 0 June 28 
« fl ft ft June 20 2.5 ps-9 
10—22—36—*$—6—2— 
10—1 <4—8—16—2 * / 
14.5 218 June 15 Green Span 2-0-6-4-0-12-4— 
4-2-12-14-10- 
5mZ 84 June 24 
> - -VS- 
6-&-0-8-0-2-0-1*** 
0—6—6—6—*$—8—0 41 62 July 5 ft n ft ft June 20 30 EMC 
j 22-18-12-14 6—ft—2—2 
2—6-2-6—^ .6—0— 6 66 June 16 False form# 0—0—0—0—0—0— 0 0 June 30 0—0—0—0—0*0—0—0 0 0 July 1? 11 ft ft ft June 20 PSJQL 
0*^)*0"O Worm * . 
62 II V 
gm 
10-10-10-10-10- m m 6—*4—10—2—8*3^*12^> 17 7 
10—B—B—6—10—10 9.2 102 • « Weevil 0—0—0—0 —0—0 0 0 9 w \ • .. 
2-0-0—2—4—2-2-0- 
\u~z-U-6-lh 3.2 38 June 16 Green Span 0 0 June Zk 




Q-0-0-0 1.3 16 « • Weevil 
9 9 t 




June 30 « 11 ft ft June 20 15 BM3 
0—0—*$—2—0—0—3 17.1 2k June 16 Pirevor® occasional 0—0— 
2—0—2—2—0—0—0—0* 
0 0 « • 
0—0—0—O—0—0—0—0—t 
0 v 11 
—0—2—2-2-0—0 .38 12 * * Weevil 0-0 0 
22-12—10—6-1^ 12.5 64 June 19 Weevil 0 0 June 30 10-6-4-8-6-2 %2 36 July 1? 
# • ft ft June 20 2 ss-S. 
2-0-0-0—24MM) * - a -0. -* 20 July 3 i 
Occasional ft ft « ft June 2*s 8 
vi— nr* Stamp 
2—2—2 .99 10 June 23 Fireworm 2—*>«12*2*0-0»Q-0 &5 
elde Form Amount Date 
(to. Beg 
fmm Ha 
Counts Before At. ft. 1 Sate Insect Counts After At. n. Ba 
4—5 4,5 9 July 14 Blunt-nosed 0-0—0—3—31—4- 4 28 July If 
Leafhomser 
3-4-2 3 9 July 14 
' 
# ft ft cwwi 0 0 July 18 
50-SO 50 100 July 20 Weevil 19-8 13.5 JZ July 26 
14-15-36 plus 22 65 Ju ly 21 Wwu 0—2—4—3 
XT 
2.5 9 July a6 
0—1—0 
.33 1 a * Blade—hoaded CMWJ^O 0 0 II ft ’1 Cv’ !> * Fireuorm 
0-1-1 • 65 2 11 • Blunt-nosed 1-0-0—0 
.25 1 ft ft 
Leafhopper • * gKS 




5-5*9-2-3*4- 4.5 # ft « Weevil 0—0—0—0—1 .2 1 ft ft 
3—5 
17 —12-11—6-8 10.8 86 ft ft Cf^sshopper 7-0-1-2—2 2.4 12 ft ft 
-10-12-11 
10-4- 6-4-5- 4.9 39 • II Ladytootle 0—0—0—0—0 0 0 ft ft 
5-2*3 
36 36 36 July 21 Weevil 2-1 1*5 3 July 24 
20 20 20 • 11 Crass^euper 12-5 Sa5 if ft ft’ a* » JB4 
3 8 8 * * Spittle 0—1 
.5 1 ft ft 
Adult 
1-1-0-0 
.5 2 ! July 21 B lade—lieaded 0—0—0—0 0 0 July 24 
FIreworm 
0—0—1—1 .5 2 8 8 Blmt-aeeed 0—0—0—0 0 0 # # 
Leafhopper 
2—1—0—0 ,75 3 • ft 0-reen Spin 0—0—0—0 a 0 * # 
2-1-1-0 
.71 4 ft ft Weevil 0—0—0—0 0 0 s ft 
34-37-18-32 3.02 ia ft ft Grasshopper 7-5-8-10 7.5 J0 8 # 




29.2 146 11 ft Weevil 26—22—8—19 18.8 75 it # 
0-1-0 
.33 3 July 24 Blunt-nosed 0—0—0 0 0 July 31 
^eafhopper 
6-5-3 4.6 14 11 « Weevil 3 9 • ft-.1,, y \ •y'W 
66—66 66 132 July 25 Black-headed 0—0—1 .33 1 July 28 
Fireuor® 1 
3-4 3*5 ? July J1 » 11 • 1—0—0—0 .25 1 fl«G0l 
Sxmga teSreat July 31 # # • 1*0 *5 1 
sftcagh to Treat July 31 11 « 11 4—0 2 4 Aug. 2 
about 30-40 i3iea) 
v # • July 31 11 « ft 3—4 " '8
« 
3.5 7 Aug. 2 
<3*3«) 
f 
Counts After At. ?%* Bate lilt*; S*OWI 
Amount Bata Time AOB3 i§? 
0-0-0-1-10- 
16-0 
3.8 27 July 19 dot 10$ 
Dust 
50f/Aa July 15 8*30 9al8 
0—0*0 0 0 July 21 007 ft 
11 July 15 7*30 4.5 K—2 










dot 10^ Dust 50#/A. July 21 9*30 
2.5 
H—4 









DDT 10^ Dust 50$/ July 22 6*15 
10 H-5 
12-11-10-5-7 9 45 








July 26 DOT lt$ Dust 50#/A. July 22 6*00 
1/3 
H-6 
ftp&dsgs&edsgpin BBS 10^ Dust 
s 
50?/A. July 22 ■S*3?F 7 
ft 
—HTf 
0—0—0—0 0 0 July 29 DOT 10% Dust 50#/A. July ^26 10 H-8 
4—2—0—4 2.5 10 
t 
ftpg lso©0©03» BBT left Boat 50#/A. * « ft 6 H-8 





50#/A. July 28 9*00 4 H—10 
Hotahecfcs&af^fci DOT 10>? Duet 50#/A. July 31 10*00 5 H-ll 
0-0 0 0 Aug. 7 
(11:00) 
BBS left Bust 5ft?/A. July 31 9t0Q 3 H-12 
O-0 0 0 Aug. 7 
(11*20) 
BOS 10^ Dust 501/A. Aug. 2 12*00 “5— ■^-13 
#-0-0 
• Sv 
0 0 Aug. 7 BBT lift Bust 50£/A. Aug. 2 1%3Q n.5 B—14 
1 * 1 
: '• ; >3sij 
ft 
llfefca 


